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1. Introduction 

In the last decade major changes have come to the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) 

industry. In the 90’s most drawings were drawn in 2D and nowadays still a lot of companies produce 

2D drawings. The handover of these drawings/files to another party was conducted via physical 

paperwork or the digital file. When later on changes are made in the original drawing, the new 

version had to be send again to all parties involved. This repeatable handover process is susceptible 

for mistakes e.g. not all parties involved received the new version, wrong version are used, the 

changes made cannot be found or only partially, etc. This traditional process of communication, 

collaboration and file sharing is visualized on the left side of figure 1. 

Since the last several years instant access to up to date information is getting into place in the 

construction industry due to more integrated project teams. The project teams can extend to a wide 

amount of parties depending on the work required. For example the client, architect, engineers, 

project managers, contractors, MEP (mechanical, electrical & plumbing) engineers, subcontractors, 

etc.  These more integrated project teams share up to date information in each of the design and 

construction phases. One of the ways to lead this new integrated process is the use of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM). A Building Information Model (BIM) is not just a 3D representation of 

the building design. The use of BIM in a project team affects more than just one process or a single 

party, moreover it affects several parties and their processes, therefore BIM can be seen as a process 

instead of a single software tool (Eadie et al. 2013; Vanlande et al. 2008). The new process of BIM in 

visualized on the right side of figure 1 

 

Figure 1 - Traditional towards BIM collaboration (BuildingSMART 2015) 

Where the use and benefits of BIM are recognized in the Architecture, Engineering & Construction 

(AEC) industry the handover to and the use of BIM in the Operation & Maintenance (O&M) industry 

is still very limited. This thesis try to overcome issues for the O&M industry to use BIM in their 

processes. It handles the laser scan technologies to generate a BIM for existing buildings and 

eventually a bi-directional mapping tool is developed to automatically integrate BIM information in 

an facility condition assessment (FCA) application used in the O&M industry.   
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2. Research Approach 

Problem statement & research gap 

In the AEC industry more and more companies are using Building Information Models (BIM) in their 

processes. As a result there is a better collaboration between the actors involved, the use of clash 

detection to reduces errors, running simulations for energy use, construction behavior, solar 

irradiation etc. to get a better insight on how the building will behave and a better management of 

the data collected. However the BIM could also facilitate the O&M industry, but the handover of the 

data at the current stage is limited. There are already some frameworks which are proposed to 

perform this handover process, like the Construction Operations Building Information Exchange 

(COBie) or Information Delivery Manual (IDM). Two main problems arise here; the first one is at the 

handover process, even though these frameworks try to overcome the information exchange to the 

O&M phase, this information exchange is based on a BIM. So first of all there has to be a BIM 

available and when available, it has to be modelled correctly including the required information. 

Second when there is a correct BIM available and handed over to the O&M phase (even when the 

frameworks above are used) the information from the BIM cannot be implemented directly into the 

O&M applications.  

Research objectives and limitations 

The objective of the research is to gain insight in the O&M processes, the data required and 

problems (room for improvements) in these processes. The research will then be narrowed down to 

the O&M process of Facility Condition Assessments. The main objective of this research is to develop 

a mapping between BIMs and a Facility Condition Assessment Application.   

The mapping will be developed for one Cost-of-the-Shelf Facility Condition Assessment application 

named “OPrognose” which is commonly used in the Dutch market.  

This research will focus on existing buildings where no BIM is available, thus the development for 

BIM in existing buildings will be an important part of this research. However for new buildings or 

buildings with a BIM already available this research can definitely be used.  

Furthermore only a limited amount of time is available in this research, therefore the mapping will be 

focused on architectural building elements. The building service elements are taken into account but 

will only be handled briefly.  
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Research Questions 

The research will focus to give an answer to the main research question: 

What is the added value of Building Information Models in the Operations & Maintenance process of 

condition assessment for existing buildings? 

Several sub questions have been defined to support the main research question: 

1. How to create a BIM for existing buildings? 

2. What are the most important processes in O&M? 

3. What are the current COTS tools in the O&M industry and which file formats are supported? 

4. What are the current/potential file formats and standards used in Building Information Models? 

5. How to ensure the interoperability between the AEC and O&M software? 

6. How does the current data handover towards the O&M industry occur and who is providing the 

data? 

7. What is the current state of BIM related to O&M? 

Research approach 

The research will be conducted in three different research stages. The combination of the three 

methods will give a solid foundation for the outcome of this research. Starting with a literature 

review to gain knowledge about the subject, the current research on mapping and fields for 

improvement. For the implementation of Facility Condition information in the BIM qualitative 

interviews will be performed with experts in the field of O&M. Finally the mapping will be validate 

based on a pilot project. These three should not only generate a proper mapping between BIM and 

the FCA application but also will be supported by the end users.  

1.1.1 Literature review 

The literature review will give a deeper understanding about the subject and process. For the 

literature review different sources have been used; Books, white papers, scientific publications, 

conference reports, master and doctoral theses. The following keywords will be the core of the 

literature study: 

 Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

 Operation & Maintenance (O&M) 

 File formats and interoperability 

 Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) 

1.1.2 Interviews 

Qualitative research aims to get an in-depth description of the situation/process. It is used to explore 

new fields and get in-depth information hoping to be able to develop universal laws (Anderson 

2006). This research method fits the aim of this research due to the fact that the use of Building 

Information Models is very limited in Operation & Maintenance processes. The aim of the interviews 

in to: 

 get insight in the current O&M processes 
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 understand process failures and problems 

 get a general impression of the knowledge of BIM in the O&M industry 

 understanding which FCA information is desired in a BIM 

In this research semi-structured interview were chosen above structured interviews. With a semi-

structured interview there is more space to for the interviewee to give extra explanation and more 

details about the questions. It is a more open interview and a little less formal than the structured 

interviews. The interview will be more flexible than just a structured interview which will result in a 

better understanding in the interviewees.  But there still has to be a clear structure and path to be 

followed during the interview, an unstructured interview will give too much space for the 

interviewees, but there will be enough room for interviewees to explain the current stage and 

challenges for the processes.  

The interviews will be taken under experts in the field of O&M, more specific to O&M managers. This 

group is central in this research because the development of the BIM is based on the needs of this 

group.  

1.1.3 Pilot case 

The developed mapping will retrieve necessary information from the BIM and supply the O&M 

application with this data. After the Facility Condition Assessment has been performed the program 

will retrieve this information from the O&M software and add this information to the BIM. This will 

result in a BIM which contains the Facility Condition Assessment information.  

To validate if the mapping is valid and to find any flaws, a pilot case will be performed. This pilot case 

is based on a BIM which is created by a laser scanning method. When the model is ready (contains all 

the pre-defined exchange requirements) mapping tools will be tested. The outcome will be analyzed 

and flaws will be listed for future development.  

This pilot case represents the total business-case, from start till end. The pilot case is totally 

independent because the actual BIM will be created (via laser scanning) during the pilot case. So the 

O&M team will be totally independent of deliverables during the design and construction phase. 

1.1.4 Research framework 

The three research methods listed above will eventually result in a conclusion and discussion 

regarding the main research question. Figure 2 represents this in a framework: 
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Figure 2 - Research framework 
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2 Facility Management and Operation & Maintenance 

Facility management can be defined as an integrated process to support and improve the 

effectiveness of the primary activities of an organization by the management and delivery of agreed 

support services for the appropriate  environment that is needed to achieve its changing objectives’ 

(EN 15221-1:2006). The Facility Operation and Maintenance contains all of the services to keep the 

facility running as it was designed and constructed. It includes all the activities to keep the building, 

its systems and equipment performing to their intended function (WBDG 2014). These include the 

HVAC, electrical, plumbing, doors, windows, outside infrastructure, etc.  

O&M task 

The maintenance activities can be divided in the following categories (CMMSpro 2008; Horner et al. 

2006):  

 Preventive maintenance, maintenance to prevent failure of the equipment. Based on inspections 

or monitoring of the equipment. Parts can be repaired or replaced. This can be divided in periodic 

or predictive maintenance. 

 Periodic maintenance, a periodic inspection, servicing, cleaning of the equipment and replacing 

parts. 

 Predictive maintenance, this is condition based maintenance to reach the limit of the life cycle 

of the component. Due to inspections and analyzing/monitoring the equipment will be 

maintained. 

 Corrective maintenance, maintenance after equipment has failed to return it into its intended 

functioning. 

It is the task of the O&M management to keep the facility running to maximize the efficiency and 

minimize the financial costs involved. Proper management of the facility status and the related data 

in combination with well trained staff and personnel is essential. These tasks vary in complexity and 

size depending on the facilities and O&M should adept to it. However O&M requires a 

knowledgeable, skilled and well trained management and technical staff. Which need to follow a well 

planned maintenance program to optimize the durability of the facility.  A comprehensive 

maintenance plan (MP) can include the following goals (Whole Building Design Guide 2014b): 

 Reduce capital repairs 

 Reduce unscheduled shutdowns and repairs 

 Extend equipment life 

 Realize life-cycle cost savings 

 Provide safe, functional systems and facilities that meet the design intent 
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To reach the goals listed above it is important for the Operation and Maintenance managers to be 

aware of the facility’s state. Only when aware of the current state, preventive maintenance can be 

planned and when necessary carried out. This prevents or at least reduces the corrective 

maintenance actions and thus (partial) downtime of the facility. To provide the O&M managers of 

the information about the state of the facility, inspections or a so called condition assessments, can 

be performed to gather up to date information about the state of the facility. These facility condition 

assessments (FCA) or property condition assessments (PCA) are performed by experts who are 

specialized in assessing the condition of facilities. The result is a report containing the findings, 

deficiencies and correction information, which can even be extended with advice maintenance 

action, planning and cost scheduling.  

The FCA information supports the O&M management to create a strategy to prioritize the problems 

and deferred maintenance based on the available budget (Teicholz & Edgar 2001) and establish short 

term needs and long term goals (GCN 2014). Figure 3 below illustrates how the FCA information will 

support the O&M management. 

 

Figure 3 - Facilities Portfolio Management Model (Rush 1991) 

Facility Condition Assessment  

A Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) is an inspection which pursuits to identify the condition of all 

construction and installation parts related to buildings (NEN 2015). Different ratings represent the 

actual state of objects which can be used for maintenance planning and decision making.  

2.1.1 FCA Process 

The first step towards a FCA is to get all the technical information of the facility. This information is 

needed to determine the elements (components, systems, etc.) present in the building. This 
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overview will be the basis on which the FCA will be performed. However when this information is not 

(completely) available it has to be identified before a proper FCA can be performed.  

A FCA can be performed on many different levels. On a physical level (architectural, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) and non-physical level (air quality, esthetic parameters, etc.) (Teicholz & Edgar 2001). 

The baseline of each FCA is to determine on which level the assessment has to be performed and 

which data is requested. Furthermore the assessment can performed on different points of view, the 

quality can be assessed based on esthetics, life-time, safety, etc. Therefor it has to be very clear what 

the goal of the FCA is and which information is expected (ER_FCA_Report in Figure 4). Finally a rating 

system has to be agreed upon which will represent the actual condition of the elements. 

The actual FCA is (in most cases) performed due to a walk-through inspection by experts on the 

specific levels mentioned above. During this walk-through the inspector reports the condition of all 

the agreed elements (components, systems, etc.) of the facility. The FCA results in a report where all 

the findings are reported. Figure 4 represents the FCA process on an abstract level.  

 

Figure 4 - Abstract Facility Condition Assessment Process 

The FCA report consists of all the inspected elements and the associated condition. The bring 

structure in the report (and during inspection) a classification system is often used to classify each 

element in a building. Weather it is about architectural, construction, mechanical, electrical, etc. all 

elements will be classified. In the construction industry many different classification system are used 

based on country and purpose of the classification. Classifications will be discussed in more detail in 

chapter 0. Based on the report (or even in the report) replacement cost and the life-cycle of the 

elements can be added. When this is combined with the actual condition (which actually represents a 
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certain phase in the life-cycle of the element) a maintenance plan can be created. This maintenance 

plan includes the replacement/maintenance cost of the element and the date of execution.  

To assure that an inspection and its data are consistent FCA standards have been developed. A 

widely used standard for the technical condition of facilities in the Netherlands is the NEN 2767. In 

2009 the Dutch government introduced a new methodology for FCA, the RgdBOEI, which integrates 

all forms of inspections into one system, for more detailed information see chapter 5.1.1.  

2.1.2 NEN 2767 Dutch Condition Assessment standard 

“The NEN 2767 provides a uniform inspection and identification of the technical condition of all 

construction and installation parts related to buildings and / or infrastructure. Through condition 

scores, comparisons can be made between the different maintenance states of elements. The results 

provide insight in the maintenance cost and relating risks, which enables the creating of long-term 

maintenance schedules. In summary this standard provides the possibility to guarantee the quality” 

(NEN 2015).   

Only the part which is related to buildings (NEN 2767-1 and 2767-2) will be discussed here, the 

infrastructure part is not relevant for this research. The building part of the NEN 2767 uses the NL-sfb 

(4 digit based) as the classification system to classify the building elements. The NEN 2767 added two 

extra digits to the original classification system for a more detailed distribution of building elements. 

A more in-depth explanation about classifications systems is given in chapter 0. The NEN 2767 

standard related to buildings is divided in two parts: 

 Inspection methodology NEN 2767-1. 

The part describes the methodology of inspecting the facility and how to determine the condition 

score. The condition score is based on the combination of three values which represent the 

condition. A more detailed explanation is given in (Straub 2009).  

 The first value to review is defect. The defect represents how serious the defect is. This value 

can either be slight, serious or extremely. E.g. moss attached to an outer wall causes a slight 

defect compared to lose bricks which causes an extremely defect.  

 The second value to review is the intensity of the defect. In which stadium is the defect at the 

moment, in the beginning, half way or in the end stadium.  

 The third value to review is the scale. The scale represents percentage of affection of the 

defect. E.g. how much percent of the element contains corrosion.   

The combination of these three values results in the condition score of the specific element. 

Figure 5 illustrates the matrix of the condition score. A condition score of 1 represents an as new 

condition and a condition score of 6 represents a very poor condition. 
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Figure 5 - NEN 2767 Condition Score matrix (NEN 2015) 

 Defectslists NEN 2767-2. 

This part contains dozens of defects lists. A single defects list is made for: 

For each element (architectural, mechanical, electrical, etc.) all defects which influence the 

condition of that element are listed in a so called defects list or in Dutch “gebrekenlijst”. When 

inspecting the element the inspector can choose which of these defects are currently influencing 

the element. On this or these defect(s) the inspector will provide a score. An example is given in 

Figure 6 below which lists the defects of wall openings filled with glass. 

 

Figure 6 - Example of a defects list (NEN 2015) 

Even though this method is uniform and will standardize the condition assessment and condition 

score, the interpretation of the scores can be different per element. A condition score of 3 is (green 

in Figure 5) is generally accepted score in the industry. However the O&M managers should make 

their own strategy based on the condition score, which can be different per element based on its 

importance.   
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Besides the interpretation of the condition score there are some questions which should be 

discussed before performing the FCA:  

 Distorted condition score: E.g. all inner walls of type X will be grouped which will result in one 

condition score. When only one wall is badly damaged and the type X consists of hundred walls, 

the scale value will be low (<2%) and thus the condition score will be low. It should be discussed 

upfront how to deal with these incidents.  

 Level of detail: On which level of detail will the facility be inspected? Normally it is based on a 

grouping of elements of the same type but maybe some elements should be inspected as a single 

element. Determine the condition score based on the whole system or based on the components 

which make up the system. E.g. the heating system consists of multiple radiators and piping. So 

on which level of detail is a condition score required? Note that in this example also the distorted 

condition score could be a problem.  

In most cases the inspecting company will advise in these questions, however the O&M manager 

should be aware of the limitations of the used (in this case NEN 2767) standard. 

Computerized Maintenance Management Systems 

According to Carnero and Novés the first references used for Computer Maintenance Management 

Systems (CMMS) came from the article of Gilbert et. al. (Carnero & Novés 2006). Gilbert et. al. 

explains that due to up scaling of the production, changing trends and technologies in the 

manufacturing industry, have increased the maintenance costs associated with the downtime of 

machinery. And that the ‘increases in the use of computer-based planning systems have resulted in 

the development of computerized preventive maintenance systems that have proven to be 

successful in planning for maintenance labor and materials’ (Gilbert & Finch 1985). The development 

of the CMMS started in these industrial production industries, but nowadays CMMS software are 

used in all kind of industries which deal with maintenance management. Each industry or even each 

business has their own type of CMMS and some CMMS can even be customized, however the CMMS 

should meet ‘the needs, constraints, and opportunities of the business and be implemented in a way 

that users will welcome the technology and have a vision for the benefits it brings’ (Whole Building 

Design Guide 2014a). CMMS can include many different modules; there is not a static set of 

capabilities which will be included in a CMMS. Some common modules found in literature related to 

maintenance of buildings are listed below (Whole Building Design Guide 2014a; Peters 2015; Carnero 

& Novés 2006): 

 Equipment 

 Resources 

 Safety plans 

 Inventory control 

 Work request 

 Work order 

 Work management 

 Reports and warning 

 Maintenance policies 

 Maintenance contracts 
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 Budget and cost control 

 Preventive (PM) and predictive maintenance (PdM) 

This research focusses on the last module, Preventive maintenance (PM) and Predictive Maintenance 

(PdM) which includes the planning and performing the maintenance based on condition 

assessments. In the O&M industry dozens of condition assessment applications are used. Some 

applications are stand alone, they only perform condition assessments and some are part of a more 

complete Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS). A more in depth study in these 

Condition Assessment Applications whether they are stand alone or part of a CMMS will be discussed 

in the next chapter.  

(Dutch) Facility Condition Assessment Applications 

As mentioned before a widely used standard for condition assessment in The Netherlands is the NEN 

2767. Therefor most Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) Facility Condition Assessment Applications 

(FCAA) implement this standard in their system including the adherent NL-SfB classification system. 

However another widely used classification system which is found in most of the COTS FCAA is 

STABU2; however this classification system will only be supported till the end of 2015 from then on 

the new standard STABU BWBRD has to be used. A number of Dutch known FCAA have been 

reviewed and can be divided in three parts  

 1: Data input, input of the building quantities grouped by their classification coding.  

 2: Inspection, adding scores to the elements and activities to restore possible defects.  

 3: Advice & report, advised maintenance plans can be generated including cost and time planning. 

 Several Dutch and some international FCAA are listed below: 

 Oprognose 

 Centrix4 

 Planon Condition Assessor   

 IBIS-MAIN     

 Ultimo 

 Archibus 

 Ecodomus 

 Keur-IT 

As noticed during the reviewing of these applications the data input and inspection parameters are 

for almost all applications similar. The applications mainly differentiate themselves in the graphs and 

tables in the report generation. And obviously the visual perception and structure of the applications 

are different.   
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Handover and commissioning towards O&M 

When the completion of the facility is approaching, the construction company is preparing the 

handover of all the information generated during the construction and design phase. In the handover 

phase or commissioning phase the information is handed over to the owner of the facility. This is 

information which was requested by the owner but this information is in most cases increased with 

other, sometimes irrelevant, information. For the contracting company to meet the requested 

information by the owner, they handover additional information to be sure they handed over the 

information requested. This results in hundreds of paper and digital unstructured files. The paper 

data can vary from drawings about the building, manuals, warranties etc. The digital data consists 

out of drawings in .PDF format or the original software format e.g. a .DWG autocad file. Also the 

manuals, warranties, etc. can be delivered in a digital file format .PDF or their software origin formats 

e.g. .txt, .xml, etc. (Alvarez-romero 2014). However these .PDF files can be divided in two types, 

scanned/printed or original digital document. The difference between these two is that the content 

of the original digital document is searchable which is a very important and practical feature. The 

scanned/printed document is just the paper document but than in a digital file, no extra features are 

available here. The only advantage is that these documents can be stored digital and are less 

sensitive for being affected by fire/water damage or to disappear (Alvarez-romero 2014). Here a 

huge task for O&M team lies ahead to analyze and structure the received files during the 

commissioning phase and “retyping asset information and maintenance schedules into Computerized 

Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS)” (East 2014). This so called data ‘tsunami’  of 

information should be avoid and stretched out to make it a gradual process (Foster 2012). The 

handover process should already start during design and construction phase and it should be clear 

which information is actually desired. Hench 48% of the data required in the O&M phase is already 

available at the 100% design phase (Whole Building Design Guide 2013). And during the construction 

phase the contractor ‘fills in’ the remaining data which mostly depends on the manufactures (BIM 

Industry Working Group 2011). So during the construction phase data can partly be handed over 

which makes the real startup of the facility more transparent and actually starting at the delivery of 

the facility. Instead of starting with the start up after the facility has been handed over which can 

take up to 2 years and in these two year a lot of failure cost have been made. 

For the O&M team to perform effectively ‘a complete and accurate listing of ALL assets must be 

generated and [...] Transparency and transmittal of this information from project delivery to O&M is 

critical’ (Christensen 2012).  And that this project delivery data is the foundation of a facility’s 

database which is vital to the success of the managed facility. So there is a need for a gradual, 

structured handover process to make the information handover more transparent and accessible to 

maximize the success of the managed facility. The next chapters will look for the potential of BIM to 

improve the current mainly paper based handover process. 
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3 Building Information Model(ling) 

What is BIM 

In the last decade Building Information Modeling (BIM) is more and more adopted and is widely 

known in the Architecture  Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. Building Information 

Modeling or BIM describes the process of making the actual product namely the Building Information 

Model (BIM). The abbreviation ‘BIM’ for the process and the product are used everywhere 

interchangeable despite the same abbreviation they represent two essential different parts in the 

new development in the AEC industry.    

The Building Information Model is the development of the 3D drawings, which major advantage is 

the visualization of the drawings in 3D. Where the 3D model only consists out of lines, the Building 

Information Model consists out of objects which know their geometric dimension. The objects can 

then be enriched with ‘Information’. In the BIM, objects can be defined and information can be 

assigned to each object. For instance a ‘wall’ in a 3D model which just consists out of lines becomes 

an object in BIM and knows its dimensions  this is the power of geometry of a BIM. Second this 

object can be enriched with information, i.e. material, type, color, thickness, cover, location etc. The 

BIM is defined with the objects and their geometry but without information added to the objects it is 

not much more than the visualization of a 3D model. The BIM does not solely exist of architectural 

objects, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and all kind of installations can be added to the 

architectural model. Eventually the BIM will become a virtual representation of the actual building to 

be built. Integrating these building elements from other disciplines and parties to create one model 

which represents the complete building brings up the process of Building Information Modeling. 

Building Information Modeling is the process to generate a Building Information Model with all 

parties involved in the Design, Construction and Operation & Maintenance (O&M) phase. However in 

only a few cases the BIM process continues in the O&M phase. In the traditional process each party 

makes its own drawings based on the drawings from the architect and uses that to perform their 

tasks during construction. The process of Building Information Modeling makes effort to increase the 

collaboration and communication between the parties involved by using all the drawings of the 

parties involved to get one model of the complete building. Now the drawings of the different parties 

are laid over each other which make a significant amount of future problems during construction 

visible. This so called ‘clash detection’ is one of the capabilities of a BIM. The BIM is representing the 

building during the whole lifecycle, to gain this BIM a constant process of updating the BIM till the 

demolition of the building is essential. 

Benefits and potentials of BIM 

The BIM handbook (Eastman et al. 2011) suggest several benefits of implementing BIM. Starting with 

an early accurate 3D visualization of the building, which is already usable for a financial assessment 

and functional- and sustainable requirements (verification of the consistency of design intent). 

Adjustments in the model are implemented in all desirable views and all desirable 

intersections/views are directly available. Shorter design time due to simultaneous work which 

results in earlier collaboration and insight in design problems. At any stage of the process, cost 

estimations can be made and when the design progresses a more detailed cost estimation can be 

made. Analysis of the energy efficiency. Possible design error are shown via the clash detection 
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which reduces the error during the construction. 4D BIM adds construction planning to the building 

model which can simulate the building process, which can reveal problems and opportunities for 

more efficient working, for instance space conflicts, safety problems etc. ‘Just in Time’ (JIT) delivery 

of materials due to the link between material and planning, reduces space needed on the 

construction site. The building model provides accurate quantities from all objects in the model e.g. 

area of walls/floors, doors/windows, columns etc. Improved commissioning and handover of facility 

information due to an information rich building model. Furthermore the possibility to link 

maintenance, warranty and start up information to the equipment and objects.  In summary the 

following benefits have been found (BIM Journal 2014; Eastman et al. 2011; Volk et al. 2014):  

 Visualization  

 Analysis / simulations (fire/energy/structural/scheduling/progress tracking/etc.) 

 Clash detection 

 Planning 

 Cost estimations 

 Improved collaboration 

 Monitoring 

 Interoperability  

 BIM for existing buildings,  Cloud to bim & scan to bim 
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Implementation obstacles 

However there are still a lot of barriers to achieve the benefits described above. Lack of expertise 

within a project team and/or organization is the biggest issue of not using BIM (Eadie et al. 2013). 

Also the investment cost in training and software are among the top problems of not implementing 

BIM. It should be clear that to reach the full potential of BIM the whole project team needs to be 

capable of working with BIM.  Legal issues and the reluctance of sharing information in the project 

team contribute to the stagnating of the use of BIM.  

BIM is already widely used in the AEC industry and the attention is growing towards facility owners 

and the FM en O&M managers. A full correct implementation of BIM in the whole life cycle of the 

facility or even in the AEC industry is rarely. The table below merges implementations obstacles 

divided under four major factors found in literature (Muz 2014; Eadie et al. 2013; The National 

Building Specification (NBS) 2012; Volk et al. 2014). 

People Process 

- Fear of change and increased liability   
- Poor understanding of BIM’s added value 
- Lack of expertise 
- Lack of demand 
- Reluctance to share information 
- Lack of collaboration  

- Cost of translation of 2D drawings into 3D 
models often exceeds potential gains 

- No standardized processes and uniform 
object categorization 

- BIM use cases limited to design/construction 
project phases 

- Lack of Investment cost in new software and 
extra modeling effort 

- Lack of immediate benefits 
- Need for data requirement specification, 

who needs what at what time 

Technology Policy 

- Poor data interoperability (data 
import/export issues) 

- Data safety 
- Liability in the software/data 

- Lack of relevant policies and contractual 
frameworks allowing BIM-based project 
delivery 

- Data and model ownership not yet clearly 
defined 

Table 1 - Obstacles for implementing BIM  based on (Muz 2014) 

These obstacles are to overcome and some may take longer time than others especially the people 

factor is time consuming to overcome. However the process, policy and technology are factors which 

can be overcome with intensive research and pilot projects.   

BIM maturity levels 

Different levels of sophistication of BIM are used in the AEC industry. These different levels have 

been visualized in the BIM maturity model (UK BIM Task Group 2014). This model gives different 

levels of a process from the first CAD drawings to a fully integrated BIM process. “The purpose of the 

maturity levels is to categorize types of technical and collaborative working to enable a concise 

description and understanding of the process, tools and techniques to be used, thus allowing simple 

referencing as to where various documents should be applied. “ (British Standard Institute 2013) 
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Figure 7 - BIM Maturity Model (Bew - Richards) in (UK BIM Task Group 2014) 

The maturity levels are explained below.  

Level 0. Unmanaged CAD probably 2D, with paper (or electronic paper) as the most likely data 

exchange mechanism. (British Standard Institute 2013) 

Level 1. Managed CAD in 2 or 3D format using BS 1192:2007 with a collaboration tool providing a 

common data environment, possibly some standard data structures and formats. Commercial data 

managed by standalone finance and cost management packages with no integration. (British 

Standard Institute 2013) 

Level 2. Managed 3D environment held in separate discipline “BIM” tools with attached data. 

Commercial data managed by an ERP. Integration on the basis of proprietary interfaces or bespoke 

middleware could be regarded as “pBIM” (proprietary). The approach may utilize 4D Programme 

data and 5D cost elements. (British Standard Institute 2013) 

Level 3. Fully open process and data integration enabled by IFC / IFD. Managed by a collaborative 

model server. Could be regarded as iBIM or integrated BIM potentially. (British Standard Institute 

2013) 

In the AEC industry the maturity of the process is between level 1 and level 2. The UK government 

want a minimum of level 2 to be implemented on all her project by 2016. The maturity level 3 of the 

model starts implementing a new industry, namely the FM/O&M industry.   
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BIM for existing buildings 

In new to build facilities the use of BIM is more and more becoming a standard, especially in more 

complex buildings. The early adopter stage of using BIM’s has been passed (Muz 2014) and from 

2007 on the number of BIM reviewed publications has been growing exponentially to above 15 per 

year in 2011. Thus the current number of facilities with an actual BIM is very limited. And even when 

a BIM is created during design and construction phase, the BIM likely has the status of as-designed 

instead (of being virtual representation of the building) as-built (Huber et al. 2011). In an extensive 

literature review of Volk & Stengel regarding to BIM for existing buildings, they made an overview of 

major data capturing techniques which are used for the BIM Figure 8 (Volk et al. 2014).   

 

Figure 8 - Data capturing and surveying techniques to gather existing buildings' information (Volk et al. 2014) 

From these data capturing techniques the only automatic/semi-automatic techniques are the image 

and range based techniques. Even though the tagging techniques could provide automatic data 

about elements or systems, these tags need to be placed in advanced and therefor are not data 

capturing techniques from scratch. The combination and integration of different techniques for 

geometric data capturing e.g. laser scanning and photogrammetry often leads to the best results, 

however for the documentation of solid objects laser scanning has major potential value (Haddad 

2011). In the extensive review of (Volk et al. 2014), the laser scanning technique for geometric data 

capturing and the creation of a BIM is only considered based on dense point cloud laser scanning. 

However one of the most commonly used tools for geometric data collection on construction sites 

are the commercial total stations (Kiziltas et al. 2008). A laser scanner captures a vast amount of 

measure points in its vicinity in a short time, up to hundreds of thousands of points per second. 

While the total station on the other hand captures one 3D point which takes several seconds. The 

difference here is that the laser scanner captures a dense point cloud while the total station captures 

a sparse point cloud. In both scanning technologies the distance accuracy of a point is around 3mm 

over a distance of 170m (Kiziltas et al. 2008). The two scanning methods and the succeeding BIM 

creating are briefly explained below: 

 Laser Scanner, Dense Point Cloud Data: 

The laser scanner captures millions of xyz coordinates by automatically sending a laser beams 360 

degrees around. Each time the laser beam hits a surface the xyz-coordinate of that point is 
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returned to the scanner. Using the same coordination system the different scans are merged 

together into one point cloud Figure 9. This results in a point cloud with millions of points in a 3D 

raster close to each other. To create the actual BIM these points needs to be connected in a 

modelling application to create the actual objects as show in the second illustration in Figure 9. 

This results in a very detailed representation of the facility, however it labor intensive to create 

the actual BIM from the dense point could and due to the millions of coordinates scanned the file 

size can be significant.  

 

Figure 9 - Point cloud and resulting digital model  (Yang et al. 2011) 

 Total Station, Sparse Point Cloud Data: 

The laser is moved manually or via a handheld device to the aiming point from which the laser 

retrieves the xyz-coordinate. New techniques e.g. plugin for Autodesk Revit and Graphisoft 

ArchiCAD allow direct modelling based on the points retrieved from the total station. In the 

modelling software an object is selected of which the laser scanner forwards the coordinates. 

Then the modelling application starts drawing the object based on the coordinates given by the 

scanner. This method also has the capability to automatically determine the intersections of 

objects e.g. walls. Only a single point close to the corner needs to be measured instead of the 

corner itself Figure 10. More of these options are available which does not require all points in an 

object to create the object, for instance a window only need two of the diagonal points. This 

method is more labor intensive on-site and requires skilled personnel. However the advantages 

here are that a concept of the BIM is directly available due to modelling while scanning.  

 

Figure 10 - Creating objects with points via laser distance measuring (Flexijet 2015) 

Table 2 below summarizes the main characteristics of the two laser scanning methods. This table 

breaks the laser scanning column of (Volk et al. 2014) down where laser scanning was only 

considered as dense point cloud laser scanning. In this table laser scanning techniques are broken 

down into Dense Point Clouds, which are millions of random gathered points and Spare Point Clouds, 

which are specific points picked out by the operator of the scanner.  
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Decisive features Data capturing techniques (Laser Scanning) 

Point Cloud Distance measuring 

Applicability in existing buildings Yes Yes 
Cost High High 
Time Medium High 
Spatial accuracy High High 
Level of Detail (LoD) High Medium 
Influence of size and complexity of the scene High Medium 
Influence of environmental conditions High Medium 
Importability into BIM Yes Yes 
Data volumes High Low 
Degree of automation Medium Low 
Operability Low High 
Equipment portability Low Low 
Equipment durability and robustness Medium Medium 
Modelling duration in office High Low  
   
Table 2 - Characteristics of data capturing using Laser Scanning based on (Volk et al. 2014) 

This new technique of directly modelling while capturing points from the total station overcome 

several problems mentioned in literature (Hajian & Becerik-Gerber 2010; Kiziltas et al. 2008; Volk et 

al. 2014) for example: 

 The amount of time spent modelling is significantly reduced due to the fact that a concept model 

is already created on site.  

 Modelling on site is easier and the prone on errors due to wrong implementation of the point 

cloud when modelling objects vanishes.  

 The size of the point cloud file is nil compared to the dense point cloud file which contains 

millions of points.   

 The accuracy is lower than the dense point cloud, hence only a few points are measured instead 

of millions, however are all points in the dense point cloud used to create the actual surface of 

e.g. a wall. So is this level of density actually required?  

 One of the biggest challenges in laser scanning based on dense point clouds is the automatic 

recognition of material. The total station does not solve this problem, but while modelling, the 

object type is selected up front and therefor the scanned points already know which object type 

they are.  

This method will solve some problems but is more labor intense, on lower detail and required skilled 

personal than the laser scanning method. However depending on the case this method is definitely 

competitive to dense point cloud laser scanning. 
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4 BIM based handover towards O&M 

Introduction 

As described in the chapter before it is important for the managed facility to have a well up to date 

database about all the information of the facility. This data should be handed over gradually and 

transparent so that this data can be stored structured. The BIM can help to improve the current, 

mainly paper based process and has the potential to become a new digital handover process. The 

BIM is capable of holding great amount of facility data which is important for the O&M team, but 

what are the advantages of using BIM for the handover process and what are the implementing 

obstacles. This, together with some previous research about BIM based handover, the important 

frameworks, file formats used and important stakeholders in the industry will form the content of 

this chapter.  

Earlier research about BIM based handover 

A two year practical research about the use of BIM and its information in the operation and 

maintenance phase performed at the Amsterdam University of Applied Science states that BIM has 

cost saving potentials for the O&M phase. They also mention that the facility managers and facility 

owners lack the knowledge about BIM which makes the practical use of BIM a challenge. And ‘in 

particular the determination of the information needed is critical for the correct build-up of an 

information model’ (Verbaan et al. 2014). Overall the potentials are there but there is still a long road 

ahead for a full chain integrated process. The National Building Specification (NBS) performed a 

‘concept trail’ about the use of IFC to extract data from a BIM, to generate COBie data sheets and to 

uncover real business issues to support the handover towards O&M. This was a response to the UK 

Government’s Building Information Modeling (BIM) Strategy and its objective to mandate BIM level 2 

in 2016. The participants concluded that IFC and COBie are great potentials for data handover and 

furthermore identified improvements to be made, the need for standards, guidance, enhanced IFC 

import/export to BIMs and the need for agreed descriptions about who needs which data at what 

time (The National Building Specification (NBS) 2012). A pilot project in the U.S. complement these 

findings with the need to specify the level of detail required and the mutual relationships of the 

objects (Beck 2012). Love et al. concludes that inefficiency in the traditional handover process can 

partly be overcome with the COBie data handover towards the O&M phase but underlines that the 

information required and the interoperability with the current software packages should be done at  

the start of the project (Love et al. 2014). During the BIMFORUM in October 2012 Foster stated that 

in the traditional way the handover process starts in the post construction phase and that this 

process can take up to two years. When using BIM for the handover process the handover time 

reduces significantly and the amount of data increases, however the amount of data handed over at 

the start of handover creates a so called ‘tsunami’ which makes it hard to process. Therefor the 

handover process should be a gradual process starting in the design phase (Foster 2012; Whole 

Building Design Guide 2013). In the paper of Becerik-gerber et al. a research has been done for 

implementing BIM in O&M and several potential application areas are mentioned. For O&M and 

these application areas, there is an increasing need to identify and capture non-geometrical data for 

successful implementation of BIM. In their research they propose a broad list of this required data 

for a good implementation of BIM in the post construction phase (Becerik-gerber et al. 2012).   
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Advantages of BIM based handover for O&M 

It is hard to identify hard financial advantages of BIM, the advantages of BIM spread over the life 

cycle of a building and require mostly investments in the design and construction phase of a project. 

However the use and advantages of BIM are already widely recognized in the AEC industry but these 

advantages are mainly the result of geometrical advantages. In the O&M industry not only 

geometrical but the especially non-geometric data provide advantages for the O&M phase (Becerik-

gerber et al. 2012). 

First of all one of the major advantages is the digital data provided by the BIM for the facility 

managers/operation and maintenance managers. This allows direct data entry into the Computer 

Aided Facility Management systems (CAFM) and Computer Aided Maintenance Management 

systems (CAMMS). This is a huge advantage compared to the labor intensive manual data entry in 

the systems and takes away the factor of human flaws.  

Second the BIM is a 3D digital representation of the actual building. This gives FM and O&M the 

ability to walk through their building while sitting behind their desk. This makes understanding and 

processing the data easier because it is connected to visualization. For instance the space 

management becomes much easier, understandable and clear.  

As third the objects based build-up of BIM provides objects with relationships to other objects, 

systems, zones etc. Therefor when a specific object is broken the related objects or systems can be 

identified which give a quick identification of what is related and maybe caused the problem. This is a 

very powerful tool and will reduce time spent to problems by eliminating additional trips to the 

actual location. 

Forth optimizing building performance by making performance analysis of actual performance and 

compare them with predicted performance.  

These are the most important advantages for the O&M industry there are more advantages like an 

increased communication with the design and construction industry due to data requirements in the 

design phase for the O&M phase. Data stays digital and organized available which reduces 

information loss due to information only connected to specific persons. An important note to these 

advantages is that these can only be achieved if the requirements are set up right and shared with all 

the stakeholders involved. The BIM is able to deliver these advantages but without managing the 

data requirements the BIM model will not be much more than just a 3D visual representation of the 

facility.  
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5 Interoperability of BIM data 

The IEEE defines interoperability as “The ability of two or more systems or components to exchange 

information and to use the information that has been exchanged” (IEEE 1990). This can be achieved 

by bidirectional mapping the internal data structure of one application to another (Grilo & Jardim-

Goncalves 2010). Within the Architecture, Engineering, Construction and Operations (AECO) industry 

companies use many different software application packages from many different vendors. This wide 

range of software applications causes an ICT problem for companies; the lack of interoperability 

affects the ability to manage the process in their businesses. During the past decade these problems 

have been recognized by the AECO industry and its need for innovation and standardization (Grilo & 

Jardim-Goncalves 2010). As mentioned before interoperability can be achieved by mapping the 

different software applications to each other. Even if it would be possible (not all software 

applications are able to match with each other) it would result in a many to many relationship, for 

instance mapping 10 software applications with each other would result in 10 times 10 mappings. It 

would be more interesting to make bidirectional mappings towards one standard (which would result 

in a total of 10 mappings in the previous example) than to make mappings between each standard, 

figure 2. However most of the software applications are so called ‘closed’ standards, owned by the 

software vendors. Mapping towards a standard owned by vendor is risky, not only will it give the 

software vendor a lot of power/leverage but what if the vendor stops to support and maintain the 

standard? Therefor ‘open’ standards are developed; these standards are not owned by anybody and 

the documentation and specification are publicly available. In the AECO industry the IFC open 

standard is one with great potential to improve the interoperability. 

 

Figure 11 - Interoperability many to many vs. many to one (Laakso & Kiviniemi 2012). 
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‘Open’ and ‘closed’ standards & formats 

The English dictionary provides us with the following definitions of a standard: 

A standard is an excellent quality which is set as a target, generally accepted according to an agreed 

level of quality  

A standard is a document recognized agreements, specifications or criteria about a product, service or 

method. 

Standards can be established within a company or organization within a consortium of organizations 

or by authorized standards-organizations. 

The European Commission (European Commision 2004) has the following definition for open 

standards: 

 The standard is adopted and will be maintained by a not-for-profit organisation, and its ongoing 

development occurs on the basis of an open decision-making procedure available to all 

interested parties (consensus or majority decision etc.). 

 The standard has been published and the standard specification document is available either 

freely or at a nominal charge. It must be permissible to all to copy, distribute and use it for no fee 

or at a nominal fee. 

 The intellectual property - i.e. patents possibly present - of (parts of) the standard is made 

irrevocably available on a royalty- free basis. 

 There are no constraints on the re-use of the standard. 

Open standards/formats are available for everybody and nobody owns the standard. Therefor the 

documentation and specification of the standard is free for everybody to use and to implement in 

their own software. The standard is completely independent; there are no restrictions for platforms 

or applications to access the standard. The standard is maintained by non-profit an organization and 

will be available over the long term as long as there are parties interested in the standard.  

Contrary to these open standards are the so called ‘closed’ standards also called ‘proprietary’ 

standards. These standards are owned by an instance, company or individual. This means that the 

standard is not independent from software or certain platforms. To use the standard the connected 

software is in most cases available via a license of the owner. Via this way customers will be locked in 

to the software and can’t use the standard in other software. In return the developer will update and 

develop the standard. However the developer has a monopoly over the standard and can also 

choose to stop supporting the standard and therefore the data becomes useless.  

When an open standard has been approved by an official standards body like ISO or IEEE it becomes 

‘de jure’. When a Proprietary standard or closed standards is widely adopted it is called ‘de facto’. 

However a proprietary standard can become ‘de jure’ but only after it has been approved by an 

official standards body like ISO or IEEE and in most cases it will become an open standard. An 

example of this is the Portable Document Format (PDF) which was proprietary before it became an 

open ‘de jure’ standard approved by ISO. 

Both of the standards have their advantages and disadvantages. The major disadvantage of the open 

standard is that it is maintained publicly. Updates and developments in these standards are made 
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and approved by all the interested parties, consensus or call of the majority will result in slow 

development or even abandonment of the standard by parties. The closed standards on the other 

hand have rapid updates and developments because there is only one owner. However the standard 

is only available in the software of the vendor therefore in most cases it is not possible to use the 

standard in the software of another vendor unless a mapping has made to create interoperability. 

This results in a lock-in of the customers in the vendor’s compatible software. An example of a ‘de 

facto’ used standard is Revit (which is a BIM capable software) a major disadvantage here is that the 

Revit 2014 can read files of earlier versions but that this doesn’t work vice versa. So to be able to 

share .rvt 2014 files (the file format of Revit) with other parties they must have at least Revit 2014 as 

well. This reduces the interoperability between parties involved in a project.  

A number of organizations in the world specializing in the development of standards and checking for 

compliance: 

 World 

 ISO : International Organization for Standardization 

 IEEE : The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers  

 OGC : Open Geospatial Consortium 

 Europe 

 EN : European Norm 

 National 

 ANSI : American National Standards Institute (American standard) 

 BSI: British Standards Institute (British standard) 

 DIN: Deutsche Industrie-Norm (German standard) 

 JIS: Japanese Industrial Standards (Japanese standard) 

 NEN: NEderlandse Norm (Dutch standard) 

 

BIM related standards and formats 

In the BIM environment several standards and file formats are used to create and share the 

information created. These standards and file formats are used by different software packages and 

all have their own strengths and weaknesses depending on users demand. In the sections below 

several important standards and formats related to BIM will be discussed.  

IDM  

An Information Delivery Manual (IDM) captures and specifies processes and the information flows of 

parts during the lifecycle of a facility (buildingSmart International 2011). These IDM’s can be 

developed by everybody who wants to specify their process and information flows. A methodology 

to create an IDM is developed by buildingSMART and is ISO certificated under The ISO 29481-1:2010. 

The IDM describes the process and information flows in two ways, first in a textual description so it is 

understandable for everybody and second in a technical way which describes the technical 

components needed for the information flows. These technical components are described in the so 

called exchange requirements and functional parts. The main purpose of an IDM is to ‘make sure 

that the relevant data are communicate in such a way they can be interpreted by the software at 

the receiving side’ (buildingSmart International 2011).  
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IFC 

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is an open standard to exchange building data throughout the 

facility lifecycle. IFC is developed and maintained by the non-profit organization buildingSMART 

before the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI). The main purpose of the development of 

this open standard is to increase the interoperability between all parties involved and it intends to 

keep all the information available throughout the life cycle of a facility. When looking to Error! 

eference source not found., IFC is in this case the open standard from which many other formats and 

standards can freely map to and vice versa. IFC represents a model data structure which is object 

based. The latest version IFC2x4 is submitted in the ISO 16739:2013.  

The IFC data schema can be exchanged via different file formats. However the content in each file 

format is exactly the same. These different formats are all bidirectional mapped from the default file 

extension “.ifc”. The reason for using different file formats is to increase the interoperability, 

different software packages use different file formats.  

.ifc   The default open file extension of IFC is “.ifc”. This extension is written in the 

modeling language (see chapter 0) “STEP physical file format” also known as STF. This extension is 

normally only readable by computer systems. 

.ifcXML The IFC model is written in the open Extensible Markup Language (XML), which is 

opposed to the .ifc extension also readable by humans. This is a widely used extension in the 

world.   

.ifcZIP The IFC model is compressed into a .zip extension file. This allows user to transfer 

files which a smaller than the original file. However this is only for transferring. 

The IFC model defines an EXPRESS based entity relationship. The entities are related through an 
inheritance hierarchical structure. This is a “(hierarchical) relationship structure between entity types 
formed through their inheritance relationships (Is-a) … where a relationship between entity types, 
the supertype and subtype(s), by which the subtype inherits all the attributes and constraints from 
the supertype. Additionally subtype may have more specific attributes and constraints. 
(buildingSmart International 2007).  An entity can be anything, it is a certain class of element e.g. 
IfcRoot, IfcWall, IfcCartesianPoint, etc. 
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Figure 12 - Simplified ifc 2x3 schema hierarchy    

In Figure 12 below a simplified hierarchy of the ifc 2x3 schema is presented to give an explanation of 

the terms used and to understand how certain instances, entities and types are related to each 

other. The definitions below origin form the IFC TC1 (buildingSmart International n.d.): 

The IFC model can be divided in two structural different parts, Rooted and non-Rooted entities. The 
difference here is that entities that are subtypes of IfcRoot can be used independently where non-
Rooted entities cannot. Therefor non-Rooted entities cannot exist if they are not related to an 
independent entity. Each independent entity (origins from IfcRoot)  contains 4 major attributes: 

 Global Unique Identifier 

 Owner history 

 Name (Optional) 

 Description (Optional) 

IfcObject:  Are the generalization of any semantically treated thing (or item) within the IFC 
  model. 
IfcRelationship: Are all relationships among things (or items). These entities provide different type of

  relationships between entities. 
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IfcPropertyDefinition: are all characteristics (either types or partial type, i.e. property sets) that

   may be assigned to objects (subtypes of IfcRoot). Hence they can only be

   assigned to independent entities 

IfcObject: - Physically tangible items, such as wall, beam or covering. 
 - Physically existing items, such as spaces, or conceptual items, such as grids or 

  virtual boundaries.         

  - Processes, such as work tasks, for controls, such as cost items, for actors, such as

   persons involved in the design process, etc. 

IfcProduct: - Physical products.         

  - Spatial items as site or space.       

  - Non-physical items, that relate to a geometric or spatial contexts, such as grid, port, 

  annotation, structural actions, etc. 

IfcElement: Physically existent objects, although they might be void elements, such as holes.  

Instance: An entity or class can exist multiple times in a project e.g. 15 doors in a house. A 

single door (single entity) is an instance. An instance has its own identity and values 

for their attributes 

IfcTypeObject: (also IfcTypeEntity in Figure 12) is used to define the common properties of a certain

  type (or style) of an object that may be applied to multiple instances of the same 

  type.  

Attribute: An attribute is a unit of information within an entity (an instance therefor always has 

  the same attributes as its entity). It can be a direct attributes or an indirect attribute.

  Indirect attributes are referencing (via IfcRelationship) to another entity also called

   inverse attributes. In Figure 15 entity is given as an example. The entity contains 8 

  direct attributes which are printed black and 18 indirect attributes which are printed

   grey. 

 

Figure 13 - Example of Element, ElementyType and inherence 

IfcPropertySet: Defines a set of properties which can be related (via IfcRelationship) to entities or 

  entity types. The properties which are contained in the property set can be of 

  different types, see Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 - IfcProperty types 

 

Figure 15 - Entity, IfcWall 

MVD 

A Model View Definition (MVD) is used to define a subset of the IFC schema. In many cases the 

complete IFC scheme is not necessary. Certain parties in the AECO industry only want a part of the 

IFC data which is for their interest. For instance the handover of data towards the Operation & 

Maintenance team does not require the complete IFC schema but only the information which is 

necessary for the O&M operations. The MVD can be seen as a filter of the IFC data schema where 

only the interested information of an IFC data schema is filtered for a specific process. This process 

and the information flows connected to it is, as mentioned before, described in the IDM. The 

exchange requirements set up in the IDM are represented in the MVD via the IFC data schema. An 

important MVD for the handover of FM and O&M is the Construction Operation Building information 

exchange (COBie).  
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COBie 

The MVD Construction Operation Building information exchange (COBie), has the purpose to collect 

data out of the BIM model which is useful for the operations of a facility. Figure 16 describes the 

main components in a COBie file; each block represents its own spreadsheet with information. The 

three different blocks design, build and common represent the phases of data input. The common 

part however spreads over both design and build phase. COBie contains two types of assets; 

equipment and spaces (East 2014). These two assets try including all data needed for the handover 

of data towards the O&M phase.  

 

Figure 16 - COBie structure by Bill East 

However this COBie file is an extensive file with a lot of information. It is imaginable that not all 

owners would require all information which COBie can provide. The owner should therefor make 

three decisions to make the COBie data suit their needs: 

 Specify the classification 

 Specify the set of information required (Which spaces and equipment?) 

 Specify properties for spaces and equipment (What about the chosen spaces and equipment?) 

The COBie structures this information and has several formats in which the data can be exchanged 
for import in multiple applications. This information can then be imported in the data systems of the 
FM/O&M. The classification chosen in the COBie file is the reference point for import into the specific 
data systems of FM/O&M. The COBie file has the purpose to communicate between systems, it is not 
necessary to read the actual COBie file. However it is possible to read the COBie files for instance in 
an excel worksheet. COBie is an initiative of buildingSMART to increase the interoperability in the 
facility’s lifecycle. At this moment the last version is COBie 2.4.   
 
XML Extensible Markup Language is a widely used file format to structure data hierarchically. This 

format is not only readable by computers but also by humans. The hierarchical structure is 

based on elements and attributes. An element can contain 0* other elements and 1* 

attributes.  
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GML Geographical Markup Language is used to express geographical features. It is a language to 

share geographical information between systems. The core mechanism is to describe the features 

bases on geometry and topology and provides the ability to use different coordinate reference 

systems (CRS). 

CityGML City Geographical Markup Language is used to for the representation, storage and exchange 

of 3D city and landscape models. It contains the feature to use 5 different levels of detail to 

represent the project. 

 

Classification systems 

As the word already indicates classification is used to classify a collection of objects. It groups data 

according to their similarity and provides a hierarchal structure to the data. For instance a class 

building contains one or several floors. Classifications are used to increase the communication and to 

use the same structure in more projects which increases the workflow. Classifications increase the 

speed of interpreting the information because a common view has been agreed upon. Besides 

naming the classes and objects in a classification a code is also applied to create an organized 

structure. However the purpose of the classification determines the structure, therefor different 

classifications are in use because there are different purposes (views) for the classifications. The ISO 

standard 12006 “Building construction - Organization of information about construction works” part 

2 and 3 provides frameworks for creating classifications for the construction industry. The main 

difference between the two frameworks is that part 3 is object orientated. The developments in BIM 

made the classifications apply an object orientated structure, which is the structure in BIM. 

Worldwide many different classifications have been developed. A few of them are listed below: 

 Omniclass   (originates from the U.S.) equivelant of uniclass   

 Masterformat  (originates from the U.S.) material based part of omni 

 Uniformat  (originates from the U.S.) element based part of omni 

 Uniclass2  (originates from the U.K.)    

 DBK   (originates from Denmark) 

 NL-sfb  (originates from the Netherlands) equivelant to DBK  

 STABU2  (originates from the Netherlands)   

Even though they all originate from the same standardization framework ISO 12006-(2/3) mapping 

between these classifications is not always easy or even possible. It is important that there will be 

mappings between these classifications to increase the interoperability in the AECO industry; 

Different software packages use different classifications.  

5.1.1 Important classifications and standards in the Netherlands.  

 NL-sfb. This classification structures the construction elements bases on their functions. An 

example of this function based classification is the NL-sfb class 55 named “cold generation and 

distribution”. 

 STABU2. This classification structures the construction elements based on the different work 

orders. An example of this work order based classification is the STABU2 class 62 named “cooling 
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installations”. Note: this classification will be supported until the end of 2015, after only STABU 

BWBRD (STABU Bouw Breed) will be supported.  

 NEN 2699 replaces NEN 2634 and is a classification based on the investment- and exploitation 

cost of areas and constructions bounded to areas.  

 NEN 2767. Used as uniform classification for the inspection of the technical state of construction 

works (used to determine maintenance works). This classification is applied to building objects. 

Therefor it can be used in all kind of element classifications. 

 Rgd BOEI. The Governmental real estate service (Rgd/Rvd)) of the Netherlands (Dutch equivalent 

of the U.S. GSA) has developed a systematic for the inspection of her real estate. It integrates the 

inspections and reports normally generated by the different aspects Fire safety, Maintenance, 

Energy and Insight into laws and regulations (Dutch abbreviation: BOEI) into one integral 

inspection. The inspectors in the different aspects work together to generate one report which is 

the basis for all maintenance required for the facility. This systematic has been developed to 

tackle double work by the different inspectors (and their aspects) and to get one report which 

contains all the maintenance needed for the facility instead of separate reports. As in the NEN 

2767 the classification system used for the element structure can differ.  

 

Modeling languages and mapping between standards and formats.  

A standard or file format is a way to describe and structure information (data), this structured data is 

stored in a data model. It standardizes how data elements/objects are related to one another. These 

data models are written in a data modeling language; which can be seen as a programming 

’language’.  ‘A data model is a wayfinding tool for both business and IT professionals, which uses a 

set of symbols and text to precisely explain a subset of real information to improve communication 

within the organization and thereby lead to a more flexible and stable application environment’ 

(Hoberman 2009). The “subset of real information” or so called entities are representations of real 

world places, persons, things, items, processes, etc.; how these entities are related to one another 

can be structured in different ways depending on the purpose. This data structure can be described 

with a “set of symbols and text” or so called modeling language. This modeling language can be 

divided in a graphical and textual representation Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 - Graphical vs Textual modeling language (TU/e 2014) 

The data structure in Figure 17 is a real world representation of the main entity person which (in this 

case) can be divided in a student or an employee. This data structure can be used for a university but 

it is imaginable that another university would structure this in another way.  This data structure can 

be represented in in two different kinds of modeling languages; graphical and textual. However they 

both represent the exact same data structure. Both of the language types have their pros and cons as 

is show in Table 3. 

 

Graphical pros Textual pros 

- Group communication 
- Associations easy to follow  

- Computer processable 
- Good formal semantics 
- Complex constraints 

Graphical cons Textual cons 

- Big models are complex 
- Hard to lay-out 
- Looks right while it is not 

- Hard to read (by humans) 

Table 3 - Graphical vs Textual model representation  

Worldwide there are hundreds of different modeling languages and data structure in all kinds of 

industries and this number is constantly increasing; each has its own advantages depending on the 

purpose. In the construction industry many different structures and languages are used. Some 

important modeling languages in the construction industry are:  

 EXPRESS 

 EXPRESS-G  

 UML 

 XML  

 HTML 

However to reach full interoperability bidirectional mappings have to be made between different 

standards and formats so that the data is interchangeable.  
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The mappings which have to be made between the different standards and formats depend on the 

entities available in both applications. These corresponding entities in the applications are in many 

cases obvious. However it also happens to be very complex to ‘map’ and entity to another one if 

there is not a clear corresponding entity. In that case it needs to be determined how to represent the 

entity.  

 

Figure 18 - Mapping IFC entities and property sets to SBEM (buildingSmart International 2010) 

In Figure 18 above a part of the IFC and SBEM has been mapped. SBEM is software which analyses 

the energy consumption of a facility. Most of the connections are easy, however the entity ‘wall’ is 

not obvious here since it is mapped from ifcSpaceBoundary (buildingSmart International 2010). The 

IFC data schema is promising and several mappings have already been made, but it is still far from 

complete. 

Libraries & Dictionaries 

A BIM is an object based model which means that the model consists out of objects with related 

properties instead of just lines. These objects used in the BIM i.e. walls, slabs, doors, windows, etc. 

and their property sets are stored in a library so that in another project these objects can be used 

again. An object library can be divided in three different levels (buildingSmart International n.d.): 

 Objects template: identify the objects classification, representation and properties without 

providing values. I.e. using the object wall in Revit does not give a pre-set of the dimension this 

has to be done manually, however the classification, representation and properties are already 

there.  

 Generic objects: are already rough designs with a pre-set of dimension. However the 

classification and property values have to be added manually. This design type can be sufficient 

for construction in some cases. 
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 Product objects: These are the mature version of the generic objects and are the digital 

representation of the real object. These represent the manufacturers products. 

Software applications as Revit, Archicad, Bentley Architecture, Telka structures, etc. have their own 

object libraries. Besides the software applications the product manufactures are also increasingly 

providing product objects to increase their competitive advantage. Furthermore there are also 

national and international initiatives to set up object libraries to share objects. Examples are: 

 The National BIM Library from the National Building Specification (NBS) in the United Kingdom. 

 BIMobject in the Europe. 

 SmartBIM in the United States. 

 Rubysketch in Australia. 

 CB-NL in the Netherlands. 

These and many more object libraries all differ in the content, quality and quality control. The 

property information and file formats are main characteristics in which objects differ between the 

libraries. The buildingSMART organization is developing standard templates for object property sets 

for global implementation. These templates fall under the Specifier’s Properties information 

exchange (SPie) project.  

Spie – Specifier’s Properties information exchange 
The objective of the SPie project was to develop a minimum proposed specification for BIM objects. 
To make it widely accepted and to be sure that their effort would be successful the properties come 
from authoritative sources. The two sources used where the Unified Facility Guide Specifications 
(UFGS) of the US government and the Construction Operation Building information exchange (Cobie). 
In the report of  (Kalin Associates 2013) a total of 498 BIM object classes and their minimum 
Specifier’s Properties information have been documented. An example of the SPie template with its 
set of properties is illustrated in Figure 19 where: 

 Column 1, represents the property name.  

 Column 2, represents the source of the property. 

 Column 3, represents the typical units of measure. 

 Column 4, represents the value of attributes. 
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Figure 19 - Example of a Specifier's Properties information exchange (Kalin Associates 2013) 

bSDD – buildingSMART Data Dictionary              

In 2011 the International Framework for Dictionaries (IFD) has been renamed to the buildingSMART 

Data Dictionary (bSDD) which is certificated under the ISO 12006-3. The idea of the bSDD is to create 

a central dictionary which tries to execute implementation problems by defining objects used in the 

AECO industry. It thereby links existing databases to a BIM.  

It might look like that the bSDD is a normal dictionary but it is not. In a normal dictionary translations 

are being made between words in different languages. The bSDD separates the names and languages 

from the actual “thing” or so called concept. In the bSDD a concept is totally unique, however it 

allows the concept to have multiple names i.e. a beam can also be described as truss. The other way 

around a word can be used to describe multiple concepts i.e. beam, light beam, constructive beam, a 

bar in gymnastics, etc. In this example we only used one language, imagine what happens when 
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multiple languages come across. If we would all speak the same language we would probably 

interpret the right concept related to the word. However we live in a world with many different 

languages and exchanging information between each other is susceptive for wrong interpretation. An 

example mentioned by (Bjorghaug & Bell 2007) is the Norwegian word “dør” which is in English 

translated to door in a normal dictionary. However the Norwegian dør refers to the door with its 

frame, while in English we only mean the door-leaf. To solve this interpretation problem of concepts 

with words, the idea in the bSDD is that concepts are described with a global or universal unique 

code. This Global Unique Identifier (GUID) or Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) it totally unique and 

will never ever produced twice. Still names and words can be added when exchanging concepts 

which make them for users easier to read, but it is not necessary. The added value here is that a 

party can label their desired name/word to a certain concept, and when exchanging, the other party 

can label their desired name/word to the concept.  

The concept itself can be defined by names, descriptions and relationship to other concepts. The 

description of the concept can consist out of characteristics i.e. behavior, environmental influence, 

function, measure property and unit (National Institute of Building Sciences 2012). The relationships, 

names and description of a concept can vary and not everybody or in every phase all the possible 

connections are desired. This depends on the particular use or particular phase in which the concept 

is used. For instance the concept “door” can have many different relationships to other concepts 

depending on the particular use or phase, Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 - concept and its relation to other concepts (Bjorghaug & Bell 2007) 

A certain ‘view’ on a concept and its relationships (for instance only 6 of the total 30 relationships are 

viewed/desired depending on the particular use or phase) is called a context in the bSDD. A context 

groups relationships of a concept in a certain view. Therefor a concept can contain multiple contexts.  

Some of these contexts are the original source of the information i.e. a product description of a 

window by the supplier. Parts of this context can be used for a calculation system which will therefor 

become a new context. The different contexts of a window, in which some of them are the 

information source, are viewed in Figure 21. It should be clear that the bSDD does not describe 

individuals e.g. a window in project or a product in a product database. That is done in a file format 
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i.e. IFC. So the bSDD holds all the templates of the concepts while standards like IFC are used to fill 

them in (Bjorghaug & Bell 2007). 

 

Figure 21 - Concepts and its different Contexts (Bjorghaug & Bell 2007) 

Name and classification for an element is different per country/person. BsDD gives GUID to element 

and therefor is the mapping tool directly. The relation between BsDD (concepts, properties and 

contexts) and the ontologies is represented in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 - BsDD and its relation to ontologies 
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6 Developing an open source Facility Condition BIM 

The result of this development has two main major parts, first the end product will be a BIM 

containing all the important Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) information. Secondly to be able to 

map the FCA information to the corresponding instances the BIM has been mapped towards the FCA 

application. This second development will change the current FCA process as represented in Figure 

23.  

Summary current FCA process (Figure 23)                    

When a facility owner requests for an FCA he will (after a meeting with the FCA company) deliver the 

available facility information. Then it is to the FCA company to find out if there is enough information 

available as input for the FCA application (based on element classification) and thus to perform the 

FCA. If this is true the company will perform the FCA, add the findings to each element and generate 

a report. When there is not enough information available of the facility the FCA company have to 

gather this information on location while performing the FCA. However this is a time consuming 

process. The foundation, to perform the FCA, is the facility information broken down in element 

groups based on their classification. It is like a puzzle (the facility) broken down in element groups 

(pieces of the puzzle) which has to be complete otherwise information (pieces of the puzzle) are 

missing.  

Summary new FCA process (Figure 24)            

The new process is similar to the current process in Figure 23. However a few process steps are 

added before process 1.3 (which is equal to the current process). The steps before represent a BIM 

which need to be available to extract information for the data input of the FCA application. This BIM 

has exchange requirements before it can be used for the extraction of information. After the FCA 

process not only a report will be generated (as in the current FCA process), but also a BIM which 

contains the important/desired FCA information.     

The development process               

To be able to create a BIM which contains facility condition information there has to be a BIM. Either 

there is a BIM already available or not. However even when a BIM is available it does not mean it is 

ready to use. There is a minimum set of requirements (Exchange Requirements) in which the BIM 

must satisfy to be able to use the BIM to apply the desired facility condition information.  Even 

though this research focusses on facilities where a BIM is not available as long as the exchange 

requirements are met any BIM can be used. In this research a BIM created with distance measuring 

laser scanning methodology has been used for testing the mapping tools.  

The mapping tools form a bidirectional mapping between an IFC extension of the BIM and an XML 

extension of the FCA application Oprognose. The mappings are represented in the FCA process in 

Figure 29 and the more in-depth mapping cyclus is presented in Appendix A.  

For the mapping the following programming software and side packages have been used: 

 Python 2.7  (Python Software Foundation 2015)  

 Python OCC (Paviot 2015)   

 IfcOpenShell (Krijnen 2013)   

In the following chapters a more in-depth explanation of the development will be given. 
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Figure 23 - Current FCA process map 
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Figure 24 - New FCA process map 
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Data requirements 

The data requirements can be broken down in two parts: 

1. Which data is required/requested when considering a BIM containing FCA information? To 

retrieve this data interviews have been conducted to get the required information from O&M 

managers. 

2. The information required in the point above is a subset of the information available in a FCA 

Report and thus the FCA application generating the report. The FCA application must be filled 

with all the entities and certain attributes on which a FCA is required/requested. Therefor the 

second data requirement is to know which attributes for each element are needed in the FCA 

application.  

3. The last data requirement is to know for which elements the actual FCA needs to be conducted 

and thus which elements are needed, which can then be retrieved from the BIM.ifc file. 

6.1.1 Interviews, data collection for FCA BIM 

Five interviews have been conducted to determine which Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) 

information is desired in a BIM by the actual O&M managers (the interviewees) and which 

advantages they see in it. Beside this main intent of the interview, the interviews gave a brief idea of 

the experience and knowledge about BIM in the O&M industry. The interviewees were all clients of 

Grontmij and operated in different industries (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 25 - Industries of interviewees 

One of the first questions was to get an idea of the perception of BIM in the O&M industry. However 

4 of the 5 interviews stated that their only knowledge about BIM was a 1 hour workshop in the past 

and never actually worked with BIM. One interviewee had some previous experience with BIM due 

to his previous work in the real estate industry.  

On average the handed over documents were delivered 50% digital and 50% on paper. The 

interviewees noted that in the past documents were missing but nowadays the handover of 

documents were sufficient, but now exceeding the information needed which caused to no longer 
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see the wood for the trees. This caused that information needed was there but that searching for the 

correct information is time consuming. It was still a major effort to organize the information 

received, both paper based and digital.  

Several issues of hindering the adoption of BIM in the organizations have been mentioned by the 

interviewees. The most important issues are listed in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 - Issues hindering BIM adoption 

The main purpose of the interviews was to determine the FCA information desired in a BIM. As 

shown in appendix A (the questionnaire) a list of proposed variables of FCA information was handed 

over to the interviewees to cross which of these variables where interesting from them to be 

contained in the BIM. The outcome was unexpected, all interviewees had different preferences. 

Some wanted almost all the information, and some only the core information e.g. overall condition 

score, condition requirement and condition after a defect was resolved. Due to this randomness of 

answers it was concluded that this information is user specific and only they three variables above 

were implemented including the actions which have to be taken if there is a defect.  

The core intent of the interview was to find out which advantages they see if there would be a BIM 

containing the desired FCA information, see Figure 27. One of the most noticed advantages were the 

communication improvements the interviewees mentioned. It would be clear to all persons involved 

where a certain defect would be and which would be the specific element they were talking about. 

The communication would not only improve between experts but also with persons who are not able 

to “read” architectural drawings. Communications failures mentioned were, wrong painted walls and 

wrong replaced doors, just because they communication failed. Here a BIM could help solving these 

in first had simple communication problems.  
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Figure 27 - Advantages of BIM containing FCA information 

Finally the interviewees were asked which extra information they think would be useful to 

complement FCA information in the BIM’s. While asking this question a BIM was presented to them 

with some of the FCA variables in a property set implemented. It was noted that the interviewees 

were quite impressed of the BIM and they started brainstorming and asking if certain information 

could be added, here are the most important suggestions: 

 New cost of the element 

 Manufacturer information 

 Lifecycle  

 Link to relevant documents of the element 

 Color coding of the condition score 

 Changing maintenance strategy and see (visual in BIM) what is the impact on the condition. 

Even though the interviewees were positive about BIM and the FCA information included, they were 

very skeptical about an investment for such a model if it was only for the FCA information. However 

they mentioned that if they would ever use a BIM they would want to add all the information they 

use to the BIM, directly or indirectly via a hyperlink so that the BIM could serve as a visual 

coordination tool.  

6.1.2 Reverse Engineering, requirements for FCA application input.  

For the FCA application OPrognose, the input data (see Figure 29) consist of the following parts: 

1. General project information 

2. Object information based on element groups 

OPrognose support STABU² and NL-sfb as classification systems. However the NL-sfb is the most used 

classification system and therefor will be used in examples of this research. The FCA application (can 
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be read as OPrognose) structures all elements based on their classification. Figure 28 below presents 

the most important input attributes (have been translated to English).  

 

Figure 28 - OPrognose screenshot, data input parameters 

The current tab (Element) presented in Figure 28 represents the elements for the project. The first 

table, which represents information about element groups based on their classification code, 

contains the following columns: 

1. Classification : The classification code assigned to the element group. 

2. Element : Name of the element (description) based on the classification code. 

3. Quantity : The element quantity. 

4. Unit of measure: Unit of measure for the element. 

5. Condition : The condition represents the actual condition of the element group, this is 

                not data input for the program. 

6. Location : The location of which the element group. (e.g. level 1, room 102, etc.) 

7. Defectlist : The defectlist applicable to the element group as discussed in chapter 2.1.2. 

The second table contains 3 tables (Only Bill of quantity is data input for the application): 

1. Action : Here action will be listed to solve defects observed during the inspection.  

   This is no data input for the program 

2. Bill of Quantity : Breaks down the element group into sub-elements of different types. 

As in this example the highlighted element group with classification code 

2E(22.11), which represent massive, not constructive inner walls, is broken down 

into 4 different types of walls (gibo hydro 100mm, gibo 70mm, etc.).  

2.1. Regel  - listing   : Can be used to determine index of the element. 

2.2. Tekening: - Drawing : Reference to drawing on which the element can be found. 

Classification   Element                Quantity-Unit-Condition-Location-Defectlist 

Action    Bill of Quantities-History 
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2.3. Omschrijving - Description : Name of the element type. 

2.4. Aantal  - Quantity : The element quantity. 

2.5. Factor  - Factor  : Factor can be used to multiple/divided quantities. 

2.6. Lengte  - Length : When using m² the exact length of element can be entered. 

2.7. Breedte - Width  : When using m² the exact width of element can be entered. 

2.8. Hoogte  - Height  : When using m² the exact height of element can be entered. 

2.9. Totaal  - Total  : The total is the result of multiplying the 5 attributes above

         if, value is > 0 

3. History  : When actions are resolved, the history table stores the performed actions,

    so a history of the maintenance is available 

The BIM can provide both, general project information and object information based on element 

groups. This research will only focus on the object information based on element groups; this is the 

required information for application to perform the actual condition assessment. Based on 

conversations with experts who use this application to perform the condition assessment, the data 

requirements for the application to perform have been defined; for each single element: 

1. Global Unique Identifier    (e.g. 2oHI0GWwP659eZ_Kh4egbz)  

2. Classification of element    (e.g. 2E(22.11)) 

3. Element name based on classification description (e.g. massive walls)  

4. Element type     (e.g. gibo hydro 100mm) 

5. Quantity of the element    (e.g. 33.06) 

6. Unit of measure for the element   (e.g. m²) 

7. Defect list related to the element   (e.g. A03 inner walls) 

The first 5 attributes could be provided by a BIM. The last two attributes are provided by the Dutch 

condition assessment standard NEN 2767.   

The Flowchart presented in Figure 29 below provides an overview of the mapping tools in relation to 

the work processes. Tool 1&2 are based on the data collection in chapter 6.1.2 and tool 3&4 are 

based on the data collection in chapter 6.1.1. 

In summary (number represents the mapping tool): 

1. Extract entity information from BIM file. 

2. Write entity information to the file format which is used by the FCA application (XML). 

3. Extract added FCA information from the FCA application. 

4. Write FCA information to BIM file. 

An overview of how these mapping tools relate to each other is presented in appendix A. 
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Figure 29 - Mapping tool in FCA processes
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Development of Tool 1, Extract instances from BIM 

Summary 

The first tool needs to extract instance/entity data from the BIM. For predefined elements by the 

user, certain data needs to be extracted. The required data defined is: 

1. Global Unique Identifier 

2. Element type  

3. Classification (coding and description) of the element     

4. Quantity of the element  

The tool extracts this information for each entity type the user requests (e.g. ifcbuildingelement, 

ifcwall, etc.). The tool then stores all this information in a Python dictionary, ready for tool 2 to write 

this information to an XML file which is importable by the FCA application Oprognose. A flowchart of 

tool 1 is available in appendix B. 

Data locations in the .ifc file  

A useful guide to know where this information is stored in the ifc file is the IFC 2x Edition 3 model 

implementation guide from T. Liebich. This guide describes how to implement the ifc schema and 

where data should be stored and thus can be found (Liebich 2009). The subchapters below discusses 

where the required data should be found in the ifc schema according to (Liebich 2009). 

6.1.3 Element type naming 

The Property Definition mechanism (IfcPropertySet) and the Object Definition mechanism 

(IfcTypeObject) both provide options to store element type data. However it is desired to have a type 

object due to the fact that multiple IfcPropertySets can be related to the IfcTypeObject. During the 

research it was noted that different applications e.g. Revit and ArchiCAD store their element type 

information in respectively IfcPropertySet and IfcTypeObject. 

 

Figure 30 - Instance diagram IfcPropertySet 
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The naming (for human interpretation) of the element type (when the ifc file was created via Revit) 

can be found via the common property set of the Element e.g. Pset_WallCommon. The property used 

by Revit to store the element type naming is the property name: “Reference”. When these two 

conditions are met the Element Type Naming is located on the “NominalValue” of the property. 

When this Common Pset is not available in the Ifc 2x3 schema the element type naming information 

is stored in the IfcTypeObject Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 - Instance diagram IfcTypeObject 

For the models analyzed in the research the Element Type Naming was stored in the IfcTypeObject 

by Revit when a Pset Common was not available in the ifc 2x3 schema. Furthermore in all models 

analyzed ArchiCAD stores the Element Type Naming in IfcTypeObject. The Element Type Naming is 

located in the value (IfcLabel in Figure 31) of the Name attribute in the IfcTypeObject. 

6.1.4 Classification code & description  

In the ifc schema referencing to external classification systems is available through the 

IfcClassification entity. The IfcClassification represents which classification system is used and has the 

following attributes: 

 Name - the considered name for the classification system (e.g. nl-sfb, STABU², etc.). 

 Edition - version of the classification system. 

 EditionDate - the date when the version became operational. 

 Source - reference to the publisher (e.g. for nl-sfb: nederlandse SfB commissie). 

In the guide it is stated that it might not be appropriate to maintain the whole classification system in 

the ifc schema. Therefor the IfcClassificationReference can be used to store only the classification 
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parts which will be used in the file. This is a so called “lightweight” classification through its 

attributes: 

 Location  - Link to where the classification system can be found 

 ItemReference - The classification code. 

 Name  - The classification name related to the code for human interpretation. 

 ReferencedSource - Reference to the IfcClassification 

 

Figure 32 – Instance diagram of IfcClassification 

During analyzing the models it turned out that for all ArchiCAD models the classification information 

was stored in ItemReference (IfcIdentifier in Figure 32) and Name (IfcLabel in Figure 32) of the entity 

IfcClassificationReference. However for the models created with Revit the classification information 

was stored in a Pset related to the instance. The Pset name used by revit to store classification 

information was “Identity Data” (IfcLabel in Figure 30). The properties within the Pset to store the 

classification code and description were respectively “Assembly Code” and “Assembly Description” 

(IfcIdentifier in Figure 30).  

6.1.5 Element Quantity 

In (Liebich 2009) chapter 10.3 it is explained that element quantities and measurements are 
supposed to be stored in IfcElementQuantity. The physical quantity is a sub type as show in Figure 
33.   
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Figure 33 - Definition of Physical Quantity (Liebich 2009) 

However when analyzing the BIM.ifc files it was concluded that not all files contained these instances 

and there for could not be used. Another option (which is used in this study) was used to calculate 

the areas for walls, floors and roofs based on the Python OCC Topology. For each instance from 

which the area is desired a geometric shape was created. From this shape all surfaces are extracted 

and the largest surface is used as the surface of the entity. When no area is desired the tool takes the 

quantity, hence this is always 1 for an instance.  

The first tool gives the user the possibility to insert a certain .ifc file and let the user set the elements 

which needs to be extracted from the BIM. Furthermore allows it the user to choose for a 

classification system (which for now is only the NL-SfB classification) and an output file name & 

location. An interface has been designed for a user friendly interaction, see Figure 34. 
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Figure 34 - Interface BIM import settings for OPrognose (designed by (Porto Louza Silva Ferreira 2015)) 

6.1.6 Conditions which need to be satisfied to extract the information needed 

(Exchange requirements): 

 Object type: 
o Technical: description needs to be stored either in the “property set Common” under the 

attribute “Reference” or the attribute “Name” of “TypeObject”.  
o Naming: object type needs to be clear and should be agreed upon with the involved parties. 

  

 Entity Classification (Coding and Description): 
o A predefined classification system needs to be agreed upon with the involved parties.  
o Technical: values under one of the two described below: 

 Coding and Description under “property set Identity Data” attribute: “Assembly Code” and 
“Assembly Description” respectively. 
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 Coding and Description under “IfcClassificationReference” attribute: “ItemReference” and 
“Name” respectively. 

o Naming: the values of the Coding and Description: 

 The Coding needs to be complete according the classification system. 

 The Description needs to be complete according the classification system or to be agreed 
upon with the involved parties  

 

Development of Tool 2, Write instances to FCA application 

Summary 

The tool sorts the instances extracted in tool 1 based on their classification coding and description. 

For each group of instances with the same classification coding and description the second tool 

creates an element group (OPE in Figure 35) in Oprognose. For each element group the tool provides 

the user more specific classification from which the user has to choose. This results in a defect list 

and a unit of measure which will be added to the element group.  When all instances are processed 

the tool writes this information to a new XML file extension which can be imported in OPrognose.  

The hierarchical structure of the XML file extension of OPrognose is presented in Figure 35 below. A 

flowchart of tool 2 is available in appendix C. 

 

Figure 35 - Hierarchical structure xml file OPrognose 
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Data locations in the .ifc file  

However two more types of information need to be added to fulfill all the requirements stated in 

6.1.2. which are: 

 Unit of measure for the element   

 Defect list related to the element 

6.1.7 Defect list and unit of measure 

Both data requirements are extracted from the widely used standard NEN 2767-2 in the Netherlands 

as discussed in 2.1.2. A part of the NEN-2767-2 is presented in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36 - NEN 2767- 2 Defectslists (Gebrekenlijsten) 

Based on the NL-SfB classification the corresponding unit of measure and defectslist can be 

extracted. However the NL-SfB classification only has 4 digits while the NEN 2767 uses a 6 digit 

classification of the NL-SfB. The last two digits in the classification used by the NEN 2767 are an own 

addition to the classification. This addition is made to further specify the element. However the  

NL-SfB classification used in the BIM’s normally only has 4 digits; therefor tool 2 asks the user (for 

interface see Figure 37) which 6digit specification is required by representing all options. Based on 

this user input the corresponding unit of measure and defectslist will be extracted from the NEN 

2767-2. 

 

Figure 37 - Interface for object type specification of NEN-2767 (designed by (Porto Louza Silva Ferreira 2015)) 

  

NL/Sfb Element Eenheid Gebrekenlijst

131120 Niet constr., Bodemafsl., Schuimbeton m2 A01 Fundering

131130 Niet constr., Bodemafsl., Betontegels m2 A01 Fundering

131210 Niet constr., Als gebouw onderd., Beton m2 A01 Fundering
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6.1.8 Conditions which need to be satisfied to extract the information needed 

(Exchange requirements): 

 Defectslist: 

First of all the defectslists needs to be based on the same classification system as the classification 

system used in the BIM.  

 Unit of measure: 

The unit of measure will be determined based on the defectslist, therefor these needs to be 

complete and correct in the defectslists.  

Development of Tool 3, Extracting data from FCA  

Summary 

The third tool extracts the following information from the XML output file of the FCA application 

after the condition assessment has been performed. For each element group the tool extracts the 

following information which has been determined based on interview outcomes: 

 Classification coding 

 Classification description 

 Defects list 

 Condition score 

 Condition demand 

 Condition score after actions have been performed 

 Action(s) 

o Action to perform 

o Defect  

o Location 

o Condition score 

o Intensity  

o Scale 

o Seriousness 

o Quantity 

o Cost per quantity 

o Total cost 

o Start year to perform action 

o Cyclus of action 

o Remarks by inspector 

o Photo  

 Instances 

When all the information is extracted the 4th tool will process this information. A flowchart of tool 3 

is available in appendix D. 
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Development of Tool 4, Write FCA data to BIM 

Summary 

This tool validates if the classification coding or description for each instance in the element group 

has been changed compared to the original ifc file. When this is the case the tool either updates the 

current classification reference or creates a new classification reference, it depends on the fact if all 

related instances to the classification reference have their classification changed.  

Besides updating classification changes made in OPrognose the tool aswell creates the actual 

propertyset condition assessment information for each element group and relates all instances of the 

element group to the propertyset. The propertyset contains the following information extracted in 

tool 3: 

 Defects list 

 Condition score 

 Condition demand 

 Condition score after actions have been performed 

When an action has been added to recover the defect which has been noticed by the inspector, the 

tool adds this information. This action and its properties (chapter 0) are added to the corresponding 

propertyset of the element group. A flowchart of tool 4 is available in appendix D. 
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Validation 

A small residential building which has been transformed into an office building has been used as a 

pilot case to validate the tools developed. The office consists out of 3 levels and a small basement.  It 

has a pitched roof containing two dormers and some flat roof parts serve as a terrace. The building 

has approximately 230m² of gross floor area. The BIM has been created based on laser scanning. The 

link between the laser scanner (generating spare point cloud) with the modeling application 

ArchiCAD allowed direct modelling on site (see chapter 0). The result was a conceptual BIM which 

needed some adjustments before resulting in the ifc format BIM, Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 38 - Ifc Model office building (Created by, van Ierssel 2015) 

Validation of tool 1  

For tool 1 the element extraction has to be validated; are all the elements extracted and are the 

relating quantities correct?, are the two most import questions raised here. For this validation the 

existing elements in the BIM have been determined using the Information Takeoff in Solibri Model 

Checker (SMC). The information takeoff has been performed by the modelers who created this BIM 

and was performed in exactly the same way as how they would normally determine the quantities of 

a BIM. The output of their quantity takeoff has been compared to the quantities extracted with     

tool 1.  
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In Figure 39 an overview of the validation has been presented. The elements haven been sorted 

based on the NL-SfB classification. Tool 1 combines all elements having the same classification, it has 

been validated (element for element) that the combination contains the correct elements.  

The BIM had 225 building elements and the tool extracted all of the 225 corresponding elements. 

The area of the walls, slabs and roof are for more than 99% corresponding to the SMC information 

takeoff. An exception is found in the 22.21 classification code, where only 86% of the areas have 

been extracted with the tool. When evaluating it turned out that 1 of the 4 elements caused this 

problem. The element was decomposed in three sub-elements and the algorithm only extracts 1 

largest area.  

The area of the windows extracted only corresponds for 38%.  Where the problem in the wall was an 

exception, the problem occurring here with the windows shows us that the way of determining the 

area is not applicable for windows. The problem here lies again, in only extracting the largest surface 

of the element which is in most of the cases only 50% of the actual surface due to decomposition 

(caused by the detail in the element).  
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Figure 39 - Validating tool 1 & 2 

Extracting the area of elements is based on extracting the largest surface of all surfaces contained in 

the element. It should be noted that extracting the area via this principle could give an wrong surface 

depending on the way the walls are modelled. A correct area Figure 40A, partly a double area Figure 

40B or an area which could be correct but not desired Figure 40C.  

 

Figure 40 - Wall connections 

In most cases this small “mis” calculation will not have a serious impact on the total area extracted, 

however it should be clear how the area is extracted.  

NL-sfb Type piece(s) m² Component piece(s) m² piece(s) m² piece(s) m² (NL-sfb code, description)

21.22 01 Algemene BU wand 270 270 27 301,31 Wall

21.22 145 Baksteen 1787895605 350 6 41,92 Wall

21.22 500 ** M E T A A L ** 2899730049 25 2 0,78 Wall

21.22 Lege arcering (01) 2388225181 100 3 1 Wall

21.22 pl-pl  95 2 1,25 Wall 40 346,26 100,00% 99,68% 40 345,14  ('21.22', 'SPOUWWANDEN')

22.11 130 Kalkzandsteen 1787895605 100 39 71,76 Wall

22.11 130 Kalkzandsteen 1787895605 110 2 36,27 Wall

22.11 130 Kalkzandsteen 1787895605 145 3 6,11 Wall

22.11 kz 100 100 1 2,74 Wall 45 116,88 100,00% 99,97% 45 116,84  ('22.11', 'MASSIEVE WANDEN')

22.21 01 Algemene BI wand 270 270 3 13,08 Wall

22.21 01 Algemene BI wand 330 330 1 7,93 Wall 4 21,01 100,00% 86,18% 4 18,11    ('22.21', 'MASSIEVE WANDEN')

23.20 310 Naaldhout (01) 2945639109 242 1 4,47 Slab

23.20 310 Naaldhout (01) 2945639109 290 2 105,45 Slab

23.20 310 Naaldhout (01) 2945639109 300 1 51,4 Slab

23.20 Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 1200 1 0,41 Slab

23.20 Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 14 1 0,08 Slab

23.20 Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 190 3 23,75 Slab

23.20 Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 290 2 47,77 Slab 11 233,33 100,00% 100,40% 11 234,26  ('23.20', 'ALGEMEEN')

27.16 globaal goot 0033235261 500 x 300 1 3,3 Roof 1 100,00% 1 ('27.16', 'GOOTCONSTRUCTIES')

27.22 Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 150 2 73,64 Roof 2 73,64 100,00% 99,49% 2 73,26    ('27.22', 'HELLENDE DAKEN')

31.20 R1a hout 15 2 2,94 Window

31.20 R1a hout 15 1 0,87 Window

31.20 R1a hout 15 1 1,68 Window

31.20 R1b boven hout 15 6 14,14 Window

31.20 R1c 3 deel comb 15 1 1,31 Window 11 20,94 100,00% 38,38% 11 8,04      ('31.20', 'ALGEMEEN - Merk-x')

32.31 D1b blicht bu h comb 15 1 2,61 Door 1 100,00% 1 ('32.31', 'DRAAIDEUREN - Merk-a')

32.31 D1a bi h 15 9 17,55 Door 9 100,00% 9 ('32.31', 'DRAAIDEUREN - Merk-k')

32.31 D1a bi h 15 1 1,88 Door 1 100,00% 1 ('32.31', 'DRAAIDEUREN - Merk-b')

32.31 D1a bi h 15 1 2,12 Door #DEEL/0!

32.31 D1a bi h 15 1 2,21 Door 2 100,00% 2 ('32.31', 'DRAAIDEUREN - Merk-x') ('32.31', 'DRAAIDEUREN - Merk-c')

32.32 D1 schuifdeur voor wand 15 2 3,78 Door 2 100,00% 2 ('32.32', 'SCHUIFDEUREN - Merk-j')

32.32 D2 schuifdeur in wand 15 1 3,47 Door 1 100,00% 1 ('32.32', 'SCHUIFDEUREN - Merk-f')

32.32 D2 voor wand 15 1 3,78 Door 1 100,00% 1 ('32.32', 'SCHUIFDEUREN - Merk-h')

32.33 D1d blicht 2 zij bi h 15 1 Door 1 100,00% 1 ('32.33', 'TUIMELDEUREN - Merk-e')

34.11 Railing balustrade 15 1 Railing 1 100,00% 1 ('34.11', 'BINNENBALUSTRADES')

37.25 Dakkapel 16 2 7,92 Window 2 100,00% 2 ('37.25', 'COMBINATIERAMEN - Merk-x')

41.10 25 % 2063406762 5 0,61 Window 5 100,00% 5 ('41.10', 'ALGEMEEN - Morph-002')

47.25 Vlonderplank 0033235261 149 x 25 62 23,38 Roof 62 100,00% 62 ('47.25', 'BELOOPBARE BEKLEDINGEN')

Trap-001 1 Stair

505 Aluminium 1375021187 10 1 0,68 Roof

test 142 x 221 5 3,14 Wall

HEA balk 16 2 Beam

HEA balk 16 1 Beam

IPE balk 16 1 Beam

D1b blicht bu h 15 1 2,97 Door

D2b blicht bu h 15 2 9,39 Door

D2d blicht 2 zij bu h 15 1 8,34 Door

D1a bu h 15 1 1,95 Door

R1a hout 15 1 1,94 Window

Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 10 1 1,98 Slab

930 Lijnen hor 15 1791887573 20 1 1,29 Wall

930 Lijnen vert 15 1791887573 20 1 3,64 Wall

Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 100 2 2,38 Slab

Lege arcering (01) 3870412589 20 1 2,19 Slab 23 100,00% 23 ('', '')

Total 225 100,00% 225 Total

SumSolibri Model Checker Information Takeoff Validation Tool 1
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Validating of tool 2   

This validation is focused on the grouping of the instances based on their NL-SfB code (coding and 

description) in the FCA application OPrognose. The information output of tool 1 (see Figure 39) had 

to be written to an XML extension file which is readable by OPrognose. It is validated that all the 

instances were correctly grouped based on their classification and all the information extracted from 

each instance was written to the correct location.  

The corresponding defect list, which has to be chosen by the user and from which the unit of 

measure is extracted works as intended. However the external defectslist file (based on NEN-2767) 

was on this research a file created by Grontmij. Therefor it does not 100% match the original NEN-

2767 defectslist but is based on the interpretation of Grontmij. It turned out that for some element 

groups not the correct defect list could be found because the defectslist file did not contain the 

defect list see Figure 41.  

 

Figure 41 - OPrognose after BIM information has been added 

 Validating of tool 3  

For the validation of the third tool a fictional condition assessment has been performed on the office 

building. The input of tool 1 and 2 (outcome in Figure 41) were the basis on which the condition 

assessment has been performed. During the condition assessment the following information has 

been added or changed (Figure 42): 

1. One element group have been split up into two new element groups as it could be the case in the 

process of a condition assessment.  

2. Two element groups have a revised classification description 

3. Four element groups have gained an action list (Handelingen), one of them gained 2 action lists 

4. Two element groups gained a condition score 
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Figure 42 - OPrognose containing condition assessment information, ready for export 

Here the validation can be divided in two parts, first the extraction of the element group information 

and second the check if the current classification has been revised in the FCA application. For each 

element group in the FCA application all the desired information was extracted correctly including 

the action(s) list if they were added during the FCA. This has been validated. 

Second due to the splitting of element groups and revising the classification descriptions it had to be 

validated for which instances the element group had been changed. We can conclude that all 

changes made were correctly found by the tool and passed on to tool 4 to actually update the 

classification in the BIM. 

Validating of tool   

To validate if the 4th tool processed all the changes occurring in tool 3 and if for each element group 

the property set “Pset_ConditionAssessment” has been created, each instance has been individually 

analyzed. This means that for each instance all the old and new classification relations have been 

validated to check if the changes that should occur (based on tool 3) did occur. i.e removing old 

classification references, adding new classification references. For the element groups with a red 

number 2 (stands for revised classification) in Figure 42, the old ifc classification information (from 

the original ifc file) and the new classification information (which has been revised in the original ifc 

file) have both been extracted to validate if the changes that should occur did occur. Figure 43 shows 

for two instances that the revising of the classification happened as it was intended. 

1, 2, 3 
1, 2, 3 
4

  1 

2, 3, 4

  1 
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Figure 43 - Validation of revised classification 

Second as can be seen in Figure 42 there are 22 elements groups. Note that in Figure 41 there are 21 

element groups but due to the splitting of one element group there are now 22. Thus the updated ifc 

file should contain 22 property sets containing the Facility Condition Assessment information or as 

they are named in this research “Pset_Conditiemeting”. Figure 44 represents a part of all (918) 

propertysets founds in the office building file. Hence there are 22 propertysets named 

“Pset_Conditiemeting and 4 of them stand out because they have more properties contained in the 

propertyset. These propertysets are the ones of the element groups to which action list(s) are added. 

Thus both the propertyset condition assessment and the action lists have been validated.   

 

Figure 44 - Validating of added Pset_Conditiemeting & action list(s) 
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Limitations (further work) 

The limitations of the current research can be split into two parts: 
1. The capabilities of the tool: 

 The quantity take off is still limited to pieces and m² for walls, slabs and roofs only. Other 
quantity take off for e.g. m1 is not possible yet. 

 Is based on the FCA method of the NEN-2767, in the current format it does not support other 
methods 

 It is based on the NL-SfB classification; other classifications have not been tested, however 
they should work. 

 The defect lists and unit of measure is based on a company specific file and not the general 
NEN-2767 file. 

 The tool notices if an element is decomposed, but does not do anything with it, while these 
decomposable elements might be needed. E.g. A wall which consist out of an inner and outer 
wall, is only be processed as 1 wall. Therefor the inner wall will not be extracted. 

 When using a BIM which is the outcome of this tool it should extract the information stored in 
the “Pset_Conditiemeting” via this way no information is lost. However this is not 
implemented in the current tool.  

 The tool could work faster and more effectively if the algorithm would be more compressed. 
This is the result due to the fact that this was made by an unexperienced programmer.  

 Color representation for the condition score of the elements are not yet programmed and will 
give a major added value. 

 
 

2. The process  

 Only validated based on 1 BIM 

 Partly validated for an ifc based on Revit and only completely on an Archicad based BIM. 

 There were only limit amount of interviews to validate which information to extract from the 
FCA report. However this might also be user specific. 

 Only validated for architectural building elements, not for MEP elements or furniture (however 
this should work) 

 Due to reverse engineering only based on the FCA OPrognose while many more are available in 
the industry. This can fairly easily be changed.  

 There were no clear Exchange Requirements (ER) for the BIM used. This should be done (and 
checked) before importing the BIM to be sure the model is correct and complete.  
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7 Conclusion & Discussion 

The main question of this master thesis is to determinate the “added value of Building 

Information Models in the Operations & Maintenance process of condition assessment for 

existing buildings”. Several other questions arise when considering this question, as are stated in 

the chapter 0. Answering these first will provide a proper foundation for answering the main 

question. 

This thesis gives a brief understanding of the methods used to generate BIMs for existing 

buildings. The laser scanning methods are already used to create BIMs but are undergoing 

intensive research to increase the automatic generation of BIMs with lower human efforts, which 

will lower the cost and increase the usage. These methods and developments allow us to 

generate BIMs for existing buildings without the need for any architectural drawings.  

BIMs are created with dozens for different applications available in the AEC industry. The 

development of the file format IFC has shown us great possibilities to increase the 

interoperability between all these applications when 1 file format is available which is 

interpretable by all applications. The IFC format is still undergoing intensive development but has 

shown us its great potentials. Which is not only increasing interoperability between the AEC 

industry, but increases the interoperability with the AEC and O&M industry as well.  

The Facility Operation and Maintenance contains all of the services to keep the facility running as 

it was designed and constructed. It includes all the activities to keep the building, its systems and 

equipment performing to their intended function (WBDG 2014). It is necessary for the O&M 

team to perform preventive maintenance instead of corrective maintenance which could cause 

downtime of the facility. To Plan these preventive maintenance tasks it is based on 

manufacturers advises and the actual state of the facility to maintain. The facilities state can be 

determined based on a facility condition assessment conducted by industry experts. There are 

several methods and application in the industry to perform these FCAs.  

To determine the added value of BIM in this FCA process a pilot project has been performed. The 

hypothesis of this research is a bidirectional mapping between BIM and an FCA application to 

answer the main question. In this pilot the NEN 2767 was used as the method, which is a 

commonly used FCA standard in the Netherlands. The application used to perform this FCA is 

OPrognose, but there are many more similar applications available, even in the Netherlands. An 

IFC extension of a BIM generated by laser scanning was used as the BIM. The development of this 

mapping turned out to be of great value for the FCA application. Where normally the facility 

inspector had to manually insert all the elements and quantities the mapping made it possible to 

automatically extract this information from the BIM and write it to a file format interpretable by 

OPrognose. Not only a lot of time was saved but the factor of human errors has been taken 

away.  Secondly due to the bidirectional mapping the FCA information added in OPrognose could 

automatically be added to the BIM, which resulted in the BIM containing all the important FCA 

information.  

Most of the interviewees (O&M managers) would not invest in a BIM containing the FCA 

information solely to have the FCA information available in a 3D environment, because they 

argue that it is too expensive. However they see great improvements in their communication 
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when a BIM is available and as a coordination platform for all their O&M data. Therefor creating 

a BIM containing the FCA information could be a starting point for further implementation of 

BIM in the O&M industry. 
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Appendix A - Interview questionnaire 

 

1. General 

a. What is the core business of your company?   

b. What is your role within this organization? 

 

2. Experiences with BIM (Building Information Modeling)   

a. Have you used BIM on any previous/current project?  

i. What is your perception of BIM? 

 

3. Information handover between Construction phase and Operations and Maintenance (O&M)  

a. How would you rate efficiency of current (traditional) processes?  

b. What is the current and preferred format of data delivery during handover? (paper, 

digital, etc.) 

c. Where lie the current problems in the traditional process  

i. How could they be improved? 

 

4. BIM & project handover  

a. What is the level of definition of requirements regarding information to be supplied at 

project handover? 

b. Could BIM improve final handover process?  

i. o If yes, how?  

ii. If no, why? 

 

5. BIM/Project management   

a. What are current issues hindering BIM adoption and performance at your company? 

b. What are current/future needs for BIM at your company?  

c. What real benefits generated by implementation of BIM on a project have you 

witnessed? 
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6. If there would be a BIM which contained the Condition Assessment Report, what information 

would be useful on this field?  

 Conditiemeting Rapport 

 CAReportName 

 CAReportDescription 

 CAReportRevisonName 

 CAReportOwner 

 CAReportAuthor 

 CAReportDate 

 CAReportRevisionDate 

 CAReportStatus 

 CAApplication 

 CAReportLocation 

 Other……. 

  

 Conditiemeting 

 CACompany 

 CAPerson 

 CADate 

 CAMethod 

 ConditionOverallScore 

 ColourOverallScore 

 ConditionSeriousnessScore 

 ConditionAffectionScore 

 ConditionIntensityScore 

 AdvisedMaintenanceAction 

 AdvisedMaintenanceDate 

 EstimatedMaintenanceCost 

 PlannedMaintenanceDate 

 ConditionPhotoLocation 

 ConditionPhotoDate 

 Comments 

 Other…… 

 Other…….. 

 

a. What are the most important inspection elements? 

i. Regarding to safety? 

ii. Regarding to maintenance cost? 

iii. Regarding to most identified defects? 

b. Besides that information which O&M information would be useful to complement the 

condition assessment scores? 

c. What would the benefits be for  Condition Information in a BIM? 

 

7. If there is a BIM available, who should maintain the BIM? 
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Appendix B - Overview Mapping Tools 
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Appendix C - Flowchart mapping tool 1 

 

 

Flowchart mapping tool 1.1 / 1.3 
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Flowchart mapping tool 1.4 
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Flowchart mapping tool 1.5 
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Flowchart mapping tool 1.6 
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Flowchart mapping tool 1.7 
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Flowchart mapping tool 1.8 
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Appendix D - Flowchart mapping tool 2 
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Flowchart mapping tool 2.1 – 2.5  
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Flowchart mapping tool 2.6 – 2.7  
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Appendix E - Flowchart mapping tool 3 – 4 
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Flowchart mapping tool 3.1 – 3.3 
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Flowchart mapping tool 3.4 – 3.6 
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Flowchart mapping tool 4.1 
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Flowchart mapping tool 4.2 
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Flowchart mapping tool 4.3 – 4.6 
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Appendix F – Script Tool 1&2 

# MAPPING TOOL 1 AND 2, EXTRACT INSTANCE INFORMATION AND WRITE TO XML FILE, FOR 
OPROGNOSE 
 
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET 
import xml.dom.minidom as MD 
import re 
import ifcopenshell 
import uuid 
import OCC 
import OCC.Gprop 
import OCC.BrepGProp 
import ifcopenshell.geom 
from OCC.Utils.Topology import Topo 
settings = ifcopenshell.geom.settings() 
settings.set(settings.USE_PYTHON_OPENCASCADE, True) 
 
ifcfile = “C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\Msc Jakko Heinen\\Documenten t.b.v. 
groenlicht\\Stratumsedijk AC17 08-04-2015.ifc” 
f = ifcopenshell.open(ifcfile) 
 
#Ask user which entities he want to extract from the ifc file 
user_input = raw_input(“Which ifc elements do you want to extract, for instance:  IfcWall\n”) 
Entity_list = list(set(e.is_a() for e in f.by_type(user_input))) 
print Entity_list 
if “IfcWall” and “IfcWallStandardCase” in Entity_list: 
    Entity_list.remove(“IfcWallStandardCase”) # deze wordt via de supertype –IfcWall- gevonden 
if “IfcBuildingElementPart” in Entity_list: 
    Entity_list.remove(“IfcBuildingElementPart”) 
if “IfcBuildingElementProxy” in Entity_list: 
    Entity_list.remove(“IfcBuildingElementProxy”) 
print Entity_list 
 
#NEN-2767 defectslists per elementcode (6 digit NL-sfb) 
Gebrekenlijst_file = “C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\Msc Jakko Heinen\\Documenten t.b.v. 
groenlicht\\Gebrekenlijst_file.xml” 
Gebrekenlijst_tree = ET.parse(Gebrekenlijst_file)  
Gebrekenlijst_root = Gebrekenlijst_tree.getroot() 
 
 
#---------------------------------------------------FIND OBJECT TYPES OF THE INSTANCES (TOOL 1)-----------------
----------------------------------     
ClassificationSystem = “sfb” 
Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcRelDefinesByType_List = [] 
Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcPset_Common = [] 
boekje1 = {} 
boekje2 = {} 
for EntityName in Entity_list: 
    for Instance in f.by_type(EntityName): 
        #Temporary, fluctuating lists and dicts 
        check_list_Type = 1 
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        check_list_Pset = 1 
        dickeys2 = () 
        dicvalues2 = 0 
        dickeys1 = () 
        dicvalues1 = 0 
         
        # fill general entiy data to dictionary 1 
        dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Instance.is_a(),) 
        dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Instance.GlobalId,) 
        dicvalues1 += 1 
        # fill general entiy data to dictionary 2 
        dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (Instance.is_a(),) 
        dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (Instance.GlobalId,) 
        dicvalues2 += 1 
 
        for Relation in Instance.IsDefinedBy: 
            #searches via the relation –IfcRelDefinesByType- to object type 
            if Relation.is_a(“IfcRelDefinesByType”): 
                check_list_Type += 1 
                dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Relation.RelatingType.Name,) 
                                            
            #searches via the relation –Pset_Common- to object type 
            if Relation.is_a(“IfcRelDefinesByProperties”): 
                if Relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.Name == (“Pset_” + EntityName.replace(‘Ifc’,’’) + 
“Common”):  
                    for PropertySetName in Relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                        if PropertySetName.Name == “Reference”: 
                            check_list_Pset += 1 
                            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (re.findall(“’([^’]*)’”, str(PropertySetName.NominalValue))[0],) 
 
        #when no type is found add: ‘’ (to get all indexes filled in the dictionary key) 
        if check_list_Type == 1: 
            dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (‘’,) 
        if check_list_Pset == 1: 
            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (‘’,) 
             
                                     
        #searches via –Pset_Identity Data- for reference classification coding and description of instance 
        for Relation in Instance.IsDefinedBy: 
            if Relation.is_a(“IfcRelDefinesByProperties”): 
                if Relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.Name == (“Identity Data”): 
                    for Properties in Relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                        if Properties.Name == “Assembly Code”: 
                            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (re.findall(“’([^’]*)’”, str(Properties.NominalValue))[0],) 
                            check_list_Pset += 3 
                            Properties_NominalValue = re.findall(“’([^’]*)’”, str(Properties.NominalValue))[0] 
                            # Searching for used unit in NEN-2767 and if unit is m2, add the area of the element 
to the dicts keys value 
                            # Creating a classification_code containing numbers only. (2D(41.23)) will be 4123 
                            if len(Properties_NominalValue) >= 4: 
                                classification_code_Interger = “” 
                                if any(c.isalpha() for c in Properties_NominalValue): 
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                                    for i, c in enumerate(Properties_NominalValue): 
                                        if c.isalpha(): 
                                            classification_code_Interger += (‘’.join(x for x in Properties_NominalValue[i:] 
if x.isdigit())) 
                                else: 
                                    classification_code_Interger += (‘’.join(x for x in Properties_NominalValue if 
x.isdigit()))  
                                gebrekenlijsteenheid = [] 
                                for i in Gebrekenlijst_root[4][0][5:]: 
                                    for i1 in i[0]: 
                                        if len(classification_code_Interger) >= 4: #NL-sfb code need to be between 4 
and 6 numbers 
                                            if i1.text.startswith(classification_code_Interger): 
                                                for i4 in i[3]:         #Eenheid i 
                                                    if i4.text == “m2”:  # if unit of the code is m2 than get the AREA of the 
object instead of the quantity. 
                                                        Gebrekenlijsteenheid.append(i4.text) 
                                # if unit of the code is m2 than get the AREA of the object instead of the quantity. 
                                If (“not” if not gebrekenlijsteenheid else gebrekenlijsteenheid[0]) == “m2”:        
                                    def get_surface_area(): 
                                        tijdelijk = {} 
                                        if Instance.IsDecomposedBy: 
                                            for decomposition in Instance.IsDecomposedBy: 
                                                for subobjects in decomposition.RelatedObjects: 
                                                    tijdelijk[subobjects] = 0 
                                        else: 
                                            tijdelijk[Instance] = 0 
                                        Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden = [] 
                                        for entiti, waarde in tijdelijk.iteritems(): 
                                            singleshape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, 99efini).geometry 
                                            topo = Topo(singleshape) 
                                            faces = topo.faces() 
                                            surfaces = [] 
                                            for face in faces: 
                                                props = OCC.Gprop.Gprop_Gprops() 
                                                OCC.BrepGProp.BrepGProp_SurfaceProperties(face, props) 
                                                surfaces.append(props.Mass()) 
                                            Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden.append(max(surfaces)) 
                                        global dicvalues2 
                                        dicvalues2 += (max(Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden) – 1) #At the reference 
part already 1 is added, so needs to be substracted here 
                                    get_surface_area() 
                                     
                    for Properties in Relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                        if Properties.Name == “Assembly Description”: 
                            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (re.findall(“’([^’]*)’”, str(Properties.NominalValue))[0],) # Hij 
draait af en toe de twee waardes om waarom?? 
                            Check_list_Pset += 6 
 
             
        # searches via –IfcRelDefinesByType- for reference classification coding and description of 
instance 
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        for Associations in Instance.HasAssociations: 
            if Associations.is_a(“IfcRelAssociatesClassification”): 
                if ClassificationSystem.lower() in 
Associations.RelatingClassification.ReferencedSource.Name.lower():  
                    dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference,) 
                    # ifcwindow or ifcdoor can have different dimensions in archicad types: therefore check 
dimension 
                    if (Instance.is_a() == “IfcDoor”) or (Instance.is_a() == “IfcWindow”): 
                        dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Associations.RelatingClassification.Name + “ – “ + 
Instance.Name,) 
                    else: 
                        dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (Associations.RelatingClassification.Name,) 
                    check_list_Type += 3 
                    # Searching for used unit in NEN-2767 and if unit is m2, add the area of the element to the 
dicts keys value  
                    # Creating a classification_code containing numbers only. (2D(41.23)) will be 4123 
                    if len(Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference) >=4: 
                        classification_code_Interger = “”    
                        if any(c.isalpha() for c in Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference): 
                            for i, c in enumerate(Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference): 
                                if c.isalpha(): 
                                    classification_code_Interger += (‘’.join(x for x in 
Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference[i:] if x.isdigit())) 
                        else: 
                            classification_code_Interger += (‘’.join(x for x in 
Associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference if x.isdigit())) 
                        gebrekenlijsteenheid0 = [] 
                        for i in Gebrekenlijst_root[4][0][5:]: 
                            for i1 in i[0]: 
                                if len(classification_code_Interger) >= 4: #NL-sfb code need to be between 4 and 6 
numbers 
                                    if i1.text.startswith(classification_code_Interger): 
                                        for i4 in i[3]:         #unit of measure is i 
                                            if i4.text == “m2”:  # if unit of the code is m2 than get the AREA of the object 
instead of the quantity. 
                                                Gebrekenlijsteenheid0.append(i4.text) 
                        # if unit of the code is m2 than get the AREA of the object instead of the quantity. 
                        If (“not” if not gebrekenlijsteenheid0 else gebrekenlijsteenheid0[0]) == “m2”:        
                            def get_surface_area2(): 
                                tijdelijk = {} 
                                if Instance.IsDecomposedBy: 
                                    for decomposition in Instance.IsDecomposedBy: 
                                        for subobjects in decomposition.RelatedObjects: 
                                            tijdelijk[subobjects] = 0 
                                else: 
                                    tijdelijk[Instance] = 0 
                                Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden = [] 
                                for entiti, waarde in tijdelijk.iteritems(): 
                                    singleshape = ifcopenshell.geom.create_shape(settings, 100efini).geometry 
                                    topo = Topo(singleshape) 
                                    faces = topo.faces() 
                                    surfaces = [] 
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                                    for face in faces: 
                                        props = OCC.Gprop.Gprop_Gprops() 
                                        OCC.BrepGProp.BrepGProp_SurfaceProperties(face, props) 
                                        surfaces.append(props.Mass()) 
                                    Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden.append(max(surfaces)) 
                                global dicvalues1 
                                dicvalues1 += (max(Oppervlakte_wand_of_wanden) – 1) #At the reference part 
already 1 is added, so needs to be substracted here 
                            get_surface_area2() 
                    # END ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------ 
                else: 
                    check_list_Type += 6 
                     
        #when not all indexes could be found an empty spot ‘’ will be added –Pset_Identity Data 
        if check_list_Pset in (1, 2):   # 1 geen type,code,description – 2 geen code,101efinition101 
            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (‘’,) 
            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (‘’,) 
        if check_list_Pset in (7, 8):   # 7 geen type,code – 8 geen code 
            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (‘’,) 
        if check_list_Pset in (4, 5):   # 4 geen type,description – 5 geen description 
            dickeys2 = dickeys2 + (‘’,)  
 
        #when not all indexes could be found an empty spot ‘’ will be added –Pset_Identity Data- 
        if check_list_Type in (1, 2): 
            dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (‘’,) 
            dickeys1 = dickeys1 + (‘’,) 
     
        #Information found via –IfcRelDefinesByType- collected and stored in 1 dictionary –
IfcRelDefinesByType-     
        boekjetijdelijk1 = {} 
        boekjetijdelijk1[dickeys1] = dicvalues1 
        if dickeys1 in boekje1: 
            boekje1[dickeys1]+= dicvalues1 
        else: 
            if boekjetijdelijk1.values()[0] == 0: 
                pass 
            else: 
                boekje1.update(boekjetijdelijk1) 
 
        #Information found via –Pset_Common- collected and stored in 1 dictionary      
        boekjetijdelijk2 = {} 
        boekjetijdelijk2[dickeys2] = dicvalues2 
        if dickeys2 in boekje2: 
            boekje2[dickeys2]+= dicvalues2 
        else: 
            if boekjetijdelijk2.values()[0] == 0: 
                pass 
            else: 
                boekje2.update(boekjetijdelijk2) 
 
        #Lists the entities which dont have a type via –IfcRelDefinesByType-  
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        if check_list_Type in (1, 4, 7, 10): 
            Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcRelDefinesByType_List.append(Instance) 
        #Lists the entities which dont have a type via –Pset_Common-  
        if check_list_Pset in (1, 4, 7, 10): 
            Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcPset_Common.append(Instance)                                  
 
#---------------------------------------------------PRINTING PART------------------ 
entities = [] 
for Entity in Entity_list: 
    entities.append(len(f.by_type(Entity))) 
 
# check quantities 
boekje11 = {} 
boekje22 = {} 
for key, value in boekje1.iteritems(): 
    if (key[3], key[4]) in boekje11: 
        boekje11[(key[3], key[4])] += 1 
    else: 
        boekje11[(key[3], key[4])] = 1 
 
print “Elements type defined via RelType :” 
for key, value in sorted(boekje1.iteritems()): 
    print value, “\t”, key 
print sum(boekje1.values()), “\n” 
 
print “Elements type defined via RelType COMBINEDDDDDDD:” 
for key, value in sorted(boekje11.iteritems()): 
    print value, “\t”, key 
print sum(boekje11.values()), “\n” 
 
print “Elements without type 102efinition based on RelType: “ 
for i in Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcRelDefinesByType_List: 
    print i 
print len(Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcRelDefinesByType_List), “\n\n” 
 
print “Elements type defined via Pset:”     
for key, value in sorted(boekje2.iteritems()): 
    print value, “\t”, key 
print sum(boekje2.values()), “\n” 
 
print “Elements without type 102efinition based on Pset: “ 
for i in Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcPset_Common: 
    print i 
print len(Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcPset_Common), “\n\n” 
 
print sum(entities), “\tElements defined” 
print sum(boekje1.values()), “\tElements defined via Type”  
print sum(boekje2.values()), “\tElements defined via Pset” 
print len(Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcRelDefinesByType_List), “\tElements without type 
102efinition via Type” 
print len(Elements_No_Type_Defined_via_IfcPset_Common), “\tElements without type 102efinition 
via Pset” 
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#----------------------------------------------END-----FIND TYPES OF ELEMENTS-----------------------------------------
----------     
#Oprognose defines the elements here = XML base file            ----------------------HAS SINGLE---------------
-- 
tree_root_file = “C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\Msc Jakko Heinen\\Documenten t.b.v. 
groenlicht\\NewDataSet.xml” 
tree_root = ET.ElementTree(file=tree_root_file) 
root = tree_root.getroot() 
 
#defines object/project 
opo = ET.Element(“opo”) 
root.append(opo) 
 
#defines childeren (general object/project infor) in object/project 
obj_pk = ET.Element(“obj_pk”) 
obj_pk.text = str(53339382) 
obj_code = ET.Element(“obj_code”) 
for Name in f.by_type(“IfcProject”): 
    obj_code.text = Name.LongName or Name.Name 
     
obj_type = ET.Element(“obj_type”) 
obj_type.text = “Woning” 
obj_adres = ET.Element(“obj_adres”) 
for application in f.by_type(“IfcApplication”): 
    obj_adres.text = str(application.ApplicationFullName) 
opo.append(obj_type) 
opo.append(obj_pk) 
opo.append(obj_code) 
opo.append(obj_adres) 
         
#defines elementgroup                    #Dus via NL-sfb worden verschillende hoofdgroepn gecreeerd 
AP = []        
for application in f.by_type(“IfcApplication”): 
    if “ArchiCAD” in application.ApplicationFullName: 
        AP.append(“ArchiCAD”) 
    elif “Autodesk Revit” in application.ApplicationFullName: 
        AP.append(“Revit”) 
print AP 
check_values = [] 
def create_elementgroup(): 
    # Filter to unique coding and coding description and create elemenent group. 
    Ranking = 0 
    for classification_code in (set(key[3:5] for key, value in (boekje1 if AP[0] == “ArchiCAD” else 
boekje2).iteritems())): 
        ope = ET.Element(“ope”) 
        opo.append(ope) 
        ele_pk = ET.Element(“ele_pk”) 
        ele_pk.text = str (1 + ranking) 
        ranking += 1 
        ele_tekst = ET.Element(“ele_tekst”) 
        ele_tekst.text = classification_code[1] 
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        ele_eenheid = ET.Element(“ele_eenheid”) 
        ele_nlsfb = ET.Element(“ele_nlsfb”) 
        ele_nlsfb.text = classification_code[0] 
        ele_bevindid = ET.Element(“ele_bevindid”) 
         
        #Omschrijven code naar 4cijfers van NL-sfb code. 
        Voorwaarde = “”    
        if any(c.isalpha() for c in classification_code[0]): 
            for i, c in enumerate(classification_code[0]): 
                if c.isalpha(): 
                    voorwaarde += (‘’.join(x for x in classification_code[0][i:] if x.isdigit())) 
        else: 
            voorwaarde += (‘’.join(x for x in classification_code[0] if x.isdigit())) 
        #Searches for the corresponding defectslist 
        elementenid = []         
        elementendescription = [] 
        gebrekenlijsteenheid = [] 
        gebrekenlijstid = [] 
        for Defectlist in Gebrekenlijst_root[4][0][5:]: 
            for nl_sfb_code in Defectlist[0]: 
                if len(voorwaarde) >= 4: 
                    if nl_sfb_code.text.startswith(voorwaarde): 
                        for nl_sfb_code in Defectlist[0]: 
                            #print nl_sfb_code.text           #NLsfb 
                            elementenid.append(nl_sfb_code.text) 
                        for nl_sfb_description in Defectlist[1]: 
                            #print nl_sfb_description.text    #NLsfb description 
                            elementendescription.append(nl_sfb_description.text) 
                        for Unit_of_measure in Defectlist[3]: 
                            #print Unit_of_measure.text       #Eenheid 
                            gebrekenlijsteenheid.append(Unit_of_measure.text) 
                        for Defectlist_code in Defectlist[4]: 
                            #print Defectlist_code.text, “\n” #gebrekenlijst code 
                            gebrekenlijstid.append(Defectlist_code.text) 
        opties = zip(elementenid, elementendescription, gebrekenlijsteenheid, gebrekenlijstid) 
        #print opties 
        keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst = () 
        print classification_code 
        if len(opties) >= 2: 
            for gebrekenlijst in opties: 
                print str(opties.index(gebrekenlijst) + 1) + “. “ + str(‘ – ‘.join(x for x in gebrekenlijst[0:2])) 
            User_chooses = raw_input(“Welke gebrekenlijst wil u, geef het index nummer op? “) 
            keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst = opties[int(User_chooses) – 1] 
            #print keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst 
        else: 
            if opties: 
                keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst = opties[0] 
        print keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst                  # Moet een bevestiging in 
        #Het kan zijn dat er een correcte Nl-sfb code is, maar geen gebrekenlijst wordt gevonden 
        ele_bevindid.text = ( “” if not keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst else keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst[3] ) 
        #Dit ligt aan het bron bestand gebrekenlijst (xml van grontmij) dat hier niet alles in is 
opgenomen 
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        ele_eenheid.text = ( “” if not keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst else keuze_voor_gebrekenlijst[2] )    
        ope.append(ele_pk) 
        ope.append(ele_tekst) 
        ope.append(ele_eenheid) 
        ope.append(ele_nlsfb) 
        ope.append(ele_bevindid) 
         
        for key, value in (boekje1 if AP[0] == “ArchiCAD” else boekje2).iteritems(): 
            if key[3] == classification_code[0] and key[4] == classification_code[1]: 
                #defines single element         #Dus onder de NL-sfb vallen verschillende type bv. 
verschillende type niet dragende binnenmuren 
                def create_singleelement(): 
                    opu = ET.Element(“opu”) 
                    uit_tekst = ET.Element(“uit_tekst”) 
                    uit_tekst.text = key[2] 
                    uit_aantal = ET.Element(“uit_aantal”) 
                    aantal = value 
                    check_values.append(value) 
                    uit_aantal.text = str(aantal) 
                    uit_revitid = ET.Element(“uit_revitid”) 
                    uit_revitid.text = key[1]    
                    opu.append(uit_tekst) 
                    opu.append(uit_aantal) 
                    opu.append(uit_revitid) 
                    ope.append(opu) 
                                     
                create_singleelement() 
        print “-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“ 
create_elementgroup() 
print “Totaal aantal elementen in bestand:\t”, sum((boekje1 if AP[0] == “ArchiCAD” else 
boekje2).values()) 
print “Totaal aantal weggeschreven elementen:\t”, sum(check_values) 
 
 
# Pretty printing to XML 
hoi = ifcfile.split(“\\”) 
output_name = hoi[-1] 
output_name = output_name.replace(“.ifc”, “.xml”) 
with open(“C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\\Master Thesis Jakko Heinen\\IFC 
development\\Oprognose\\” + output_name, “w”) as new_file: 
    etree_string = ET.tostring(root, ‘utf-8’) 
    xml_dom = MD.parseString(etree_string) 
    xml_dom_string = xml_dom.toprettyxml(indent=”    “, newl=”\n”) 
    text_re = re.compile(‘>\n\s+([^<>\s].*?)\n\s+</’, re.DOTALL)     
    pretty_xml = text_re.sub(‘>\g<1></’, xml_dom_string) 
    without_empty = ‘\n’.join(filter(lambda x: not re.match(r’^\s*$’, x), pretty_xml.split(‘\n’))) 
    new_file.write(without_empty) 
print “done!” 
print output_name 
print “\n\n\n\n” 
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Appendix G - Script Tool 3&4 

#MAPPING TOOL 3 AND 4, EXTRAXT FCA INFORMATION FROM OPROGNOSE AND ADD TO IFC FILE 
 
import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET 
import ifcopenshell 
import uuid 
import re 
ClassificationSystem = "sfb" 
 
Ifcfile = "C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\Msc Jakko Heinen\\Documenten t.b.v. 
groenlicht\\Stratumsedijk AC17 08-04-2015.ifc" 
f = ifcopenshell.open(Ifcfile) 
FCA_XML_file = "C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\Msc Jakko Heinen\\Documenten t.b.v. 
groenlicht\\Stratumsedijk OPrognose output.xml" 
FCA_tree = ET.parse(FCA_XML_file) #ElementTree file= 
root = FCA_tree.getroot() 
root_opo = root.find("opo") 
root_ope = root_opo.find("ope") 
 
 
Processed_GUIDS = [] 
#find elementgroups 
amount_elementgroups = [] 
for elementgroup in root_opo.iter("ope"): 
    amount_elementgroups.append(elementgroup.text) 
print str(len(amount_elementgroups)) + " ElementGroups found \n\n" 
for elementgroup in root_opo.iter("ope"): 
    amount_elementgroups.append(elementgroup.text) 
    PSet_FCA_properties = [] 
    elementgroup_guids_code = ''  
    elementgroup_guids_description = ''        
    for nlsfb_description in elementgroup.iter("ele_tekst"):        #update nl-sfb description 
        elementgroup_guids_description += str((nlsfb_description.text if nlsfb_description.text != None 
else '')) 
        #print nlsfb_description.text 
    for defectlist in elementgroup.iter("ele_bevindid"):            #add / update defectlist 
        c = f.createIfcLabel((defectlist.text if defectlist.text != None else '')) 
        PSet_FCA_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Gebrekenlijst",None,c,None)) 
        #print defectlist.text 
    for nlsfb_code in elementgroup.iter("ele_nlsfb"):               #update nl-sfb code 
        elementgroup_guids_code += str((nlsfb_code.text if nlsfb_code.text != None else '')) 
        #print nlsfb_code.text 
    for conditionscore in elementgroup.iter("ele_cvo"):             #add conditionscore property incl. value 
        c = f.createIfcInteger(int(conditionscore.text)) 
        PSet_FCA_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Cvo",None,c,None)) 
        #print conditionscore.text 
    for conditiondemand in elementgroup.iter("ele_condeis"):        #add conditiondemand property 
incl. value 
        c = f.createIfcInteger(int(conditiondemand.text)) 
        PSet_FCA_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Conditie eis",None,c,None)) 
        #print conditiondemand.text 
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    for conditionscore_afteraction in elementgroup.iter("ele_cno"): #add conditionscore after actions 
property incl. value 
        c = f.createIfcInteger(int(conditionscore_afteraction.text)) 
        PSet_FCA_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Cno",None,c,None))         
        #print conditionscore_afteraction.text 
   
    #find actions to perform in each elementgroup 
    for action_to_perform in elementgroup.iter("oph"): 
        Pset_Action_to_perform_properties = [] 
        for action in action_to_perform.iter("han_tekst"): 
            c = f.createIfcLabel(str(action.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Handeling",None,c,Non
e)) 
            #print action.text 
        for defect in action_to_perform.iter("han_gebrek"): 
            c = f.createIfcLabel(str(defect.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Gebrek",None,c,None)) 
            #print defect.text 
        for location in action_to_perform.iter("han_locatie"): 
            c = f.createIfcLabel(str(location.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Locatie",None,c,None)) 
            #print location.text 
        for conditionscore in action_to_perform.iter("han_cvo"): 
            c = f.createIfcInteger(int(conditionscore.text)) 
            Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Conditie 
Score",None,c,None)) 
            #print conditionscore.text 
        for intensity in action_to_perform.iter("han_intensiteit"): 
            c = f.createIfcInteger(int(intensity.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Intensiteit",None,c,Non
e)) 
            #print intensity.text 
        for scale in action_to_perform.iter("han_omvang"): 
            c = f.createIfcInteger(int(scale.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Omvang",None,c,None)
) 
            #print scale.text 
        for seriousness in action_to_perform.iter("han_ernst"): 
            c = f.createIfcInteger(int(seriousness.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Ernst",None,c,None)) 
            #print seriousness.text 
        for quantity in action_to_perform.iter("han_hvh"): 
            c = f.createIfcReal(float(quantity.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Hoeveelheid",None,c,N
one)) 
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            #print quantity.text 
        for cost in action_to_perform.iter("han_prijs"): 
            c = f.createIfcReal(float(cost.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Norm",None,c,None)) 
            #print cost.text 
        for totalcost in action_to_perform.iter("han_totaal"): 
            c = f.createIfcReal(float(totalcost.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Totaal",None,c,None)) 
            #print totalcost.text 
        for startyear in action_to_perform.iter("han_startjaar"): 
            c = f.createIfcLabel(str(startyear.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Startjaar",None,c,None
)) 
            #print startyear.text 
        for cyclus in action_to_perform.iter("han_cyclus"): 
            c = f.createIfcInteger(int(cyclus.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Cyclus",None,c,None)) 
            #print cyclus.text 
        for remark in action_to_perform.iter("han_opm"): 
            c = f.createIfcText(str(remark.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Opmerking",None,c,No
ne)) 
            #print remark.text    
        for photo in action_to_perform.iter("han_foto"): 
            c = f.createIfcLabel(str(photo.text)) 
            
Pset_Action_to_perform_properties.append(f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Foto",None,c,None)) 
            #print photo.text 
 
        #Create action Propertyset 
        for action in action_to_perform.iter("han_tekst"): 
            c = "Pset_" + action.text 
            a = action.text 
            d = Pset_Action_to_perform_properties 
            print d 
            PSet_FCA_properties.append(f.createIfcComplexProperty(a,None,c,d)) 
             
    #Create FCA Propertyset 
    a = ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid4().hex) 
    b = f.by_type("IfcOwnerHistory")[0] 
    c = "Pset_Conditiemeting" 
    e = PSet_FCA_properties 
    A = f.createIfcPropertySet(a,b,c,None,e) 
     
    #find all instances each elementgroup and update them 
    instances_in_elementgroup_list = [] 
    guid_in_elegroup = [] 
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    for uittrekstaat in elementgroup.iter("opu"): 
        for GUID in uittrekstaat.iter("uit_revitid"): 
            guid_in_elegroup.append(GUID.text) 
    print "instances in elementgroup: " + str(len(guid_in_elegroup)) 
    for instance in guid_in_elegroup: 
        #for element in f.by_type("ifcelement"): 
         #   if element.GlobalId == instance: 
        instances_in_elementgroup_list.append(f[instance]) 
        if instance in Processed_GUIDS: 
            pass 
        else: 
#----------------------------------------UPDATE CLASSIFICATION IF NECESSARY----------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------                 
#RelDefinesByProperties (IdentityData)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Test - FCA classification equal to IFC classification? 
            for relation in f[instance].IsDefinedBy: 
                ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids = [] 
                ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_code = [] 
                ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_description = [] 
                if relation.is_a("IfcRelDefinesByProperties"): 
                    if relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.Name == ("Identity Data"): 
                        Continue_here_if_value = 0 
                        Pset_properties = [] 
                        for PropertyName in relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                            if (PropertyName.Name != "Assembly Code" and PropertyName.Name != "Assembly 
Description"): 
                                Pset_properties.append(PropertyName) 
                            if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Code": 
                                if elementgroup_guids_code != re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]: 
                                    ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_code.append(re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]) 
                                    for PropertyName in relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                                        if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Description": 
                                            ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_description.append(re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]) 
                                            ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_description.append(re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]) 
                                            Continue_here_if_value += 1       
                            if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Description": 
                                if elementgroup_guids_description != re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]: 
                                    ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_description.append(re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]) 
                                    for PropertyName in relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                                        if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Code": 
                                            ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_code.append(re.findall("'([^']*)'", 
str(PropertyName.NominalValue))[0]) 
                                            Continue_here_if_value += 1 
# IF not - Change IFC classification 
# Test - Will any instance keep the "old" IFC classification? 
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                        if Continue_here_if_value >= 1: 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication_code = [] 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication_description =[] 
                            for relatedobjects in relation.RelatedObjects: 
                                ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids.append(relatedobjects.GlobalId) 
                            print "\nThe (Pset classification) has been changed in the FCA application-----------------
----------------------------------------------" 
                            print instance 
                            print relation 
                            print relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition 
                            unequalguids = set(ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids) - set([instance]) 
                            print unequalguids 
                            unequalguidsd_code_description_list = [] 
                            ifcreldefinedbyPset_code_description_list = (ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_code[0], 
ifcreldefinedbyPset_guids_description[0]) 
                            for item in unequalguids: 
                                for elementgroup in root_opo.iter("ope"): 
                                    for uittrekstaat in elementgroup.iter("opu"): 
                                        for GUID in uittrekstaat.iter("uit_revitid"): 
                                            if GUID.text == item: 
                                                item_code = ''  
                                                item_description = ''  
                                                for nlsfb_description in elementgroup.iter("ele_tekst"):              
                                                    item_description += nlsfb_description.text 
                                                    if nlsfb_description.text == elementgroup_guids_description: 
                                                        
instances_with_same_new_classfication_description.append(f[item].GlobalId)  
                                                for nlsfb_code in elementgroup.iter("ele_nlsfb"):                     
                                                    item_code += nlsfb_code.text 
                                                    if nlsfb_code.text == elementgroup_guids_code: 
                                                        
instances_with_same_new_classfication_code.append(f[item].GlobalId) 
                                                unequalguidsd_code_description_list.append((item_code, 
item_description)) 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication = [] 
                            for item in instances_with_same_new_classfication_code: 
                                if item in instances_with_same_new_classfication_description: 
                                    instances_with_same_new_classfication.append(item) 
                            Processed_GUIDS.extend(instances_with_same_new_classfication) 
                            Processed_GUIDS.append(instance) 
                            print unequalguidsd_code_description_list 
                            print ifcreldefinedbyPset_code_description_list 
                            print (elementgroup_guids_code, elementgroup_guids_description) 
                            print instances_with_same_new_classfication 
# IF yes - Change IFC classification 
                            if not ifcreldefinedbyPset_code_description_list in 
unequalguidsd_code_description_list: 
                                print "No instance will keep the old classifictaionreference, REVISE this one" 
                                for PropertyName in relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                                    if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Code": 
                                        ifcvalue = str(PropertyName.NominalValue).split('(')[0] 
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                                        if str.lower(ifcvalue) == "ifclabel": # other ifcsimplevalues should be added 
here 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                            PropertyName.NominalValue = f.createIfcLabel(elementgroup_guids_code) 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                        if str.lower(ifcvalue) == "ifctext": # other ifcsimplevalues should be added here 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                            PropertyName.NominalValue = f.createIfcText(elementgroup_guids_code) 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                for PropertyName in relation.RelatingPropertyDefinition.HasProperties: 
                                    if PropertyName.Name == "Assembly Description": 
                                        ifcvalue = str(PropertyName.NominalValue).split('(')[0] 
                                        if str.lower(ifcvalue) == "ifclabel": # other ifcsimplevalues should be added 
here 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                            PropertyName.NominalValue = 
f.createIfcLabel(elementgroup_guids_description) 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                        if str.lower(ifcvalue) == "ifctext": # other ifcsimplevalues should be added here 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                            PropertyName.NominalValue = 
f.createIfcText(elementgroup_guids_description) 
                                            print PropertyName.NominalValue 
                                print "Updated!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------" 
# IF not - create new IFC classification    NOTE DOES NOT REMOVE THE OLD RELATION!! FIX                 
                            elif ifcreldefinedbyPset_code_description_list in 
unequalguidsd_code_description_list:                     
                                print "CREATE new classification (Pset Identity Data)"                                         
                                assebly_code = f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Assembly 
Code",None,f.createIfcText(elementgroup_guids_code),None) 
                                assembly_description = f.createIfcPropertySingleValue("Assembly 
Description",None,f.createIfcText(elementgroup_guids_description),None) 
                                Pset_properties.append(assebly_code) 
                                Pset_properties.append(assembly_description) 
                                Pset = 
f.createIfcPropertySet(ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid4().hex),f.by_type("ifcOwnerHistory")[0],
"Identity Data",None,Pset_properties) 
                                Related_objects_Pset_list = [f[instance]] 
                                for guid in instances_with_same_new_classfication: 
                                    Related_objects_Pset_list.append(f[guid]) 
                                    # for elements in f.by_type("ifcelement"): 
                                    #    if elements.GlobalId == guid: 
                                    #         Related_objects_Pset_list.append(elements) 
                                Related_objects_Pset_list_GlobalIds = map(lambda inst: inst.GlobalId, 
Related_objects_Pset_list) 
                                
f.createIfcRelDefinesByProperties(ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid4().hex),f.by_type("ifcOwner
History")[0],None,None,Related_objects_Pset_list,Pset) 
                                relation.RelatedObjects = filter(lambda inst: inst.GlobalId not in 
Related_objects_Pset_list_GlobalIds, relation.RelatedObjects) 
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                                print "Updated!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------" 
#RelAssociatesClassificationReference------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Test - FCA classification equal to IFC classification? 
            for associations in f[instance].HasAssociations: 
                ifcrelclassifciation_guids = [] 
                ifcrelclassifciation_guids_code = ''  
                ifcrelclassifciation_guids_description = '' 
                ifcrelclassifciation_guids_classificationsource = []  
                if associations.is_a("IfcRelAssociatesClassification"): 
                    if ClassificationSystem.lower() in 
associations.RelatingClassification.ReferencedSource.Name.lower(): 
                        Continue_here_if_valuee = 0 
                        if (elementgroup_guids_code != associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference) or 
(elementgroup_guids_description != associations.RelatingClassification.Name): 
                            ifcrelclassifciation_guids_code += associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference 
                            ifcrelclassifciation_guids_description += associations.RelatingClassification.Name 
                            
ifcrelclassifciation_guids_classificationsource.append(associations.RelatingClassification.ReferencedS
ource) 
                            Continue_here_if_valuee += 1 
# IF not - Change IFC classification 
# Test - Will any instance keep the "old" IFC classification? 
                        if Continue_here_if_valuee >= 1: 
                            for relatedobjects in associations.RelatedObjects: 
                                 ifcrelclassifciation_guids.append(relatedobjects.GlobalId) 
                            print "\nThe (Classification Reference) has been changed in the FCA application--------
-------------------------------------------------------" 
                            print instance 
                            print associations 
                            print associations.RelatingClassification 
                            unequalguids = set(ifcrelclassifciation_guids) - set([instance]) 
                            print unequalguids 
                            unequalguidsd_code_description_list = [] 
                            ifcrelclassifciation_code_description_list = (ifcrelclassifciation_guids_code, 
ifcrelclassifciation_guids_description) 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication_codee = [] 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication_descriptionn =[] 
                            for item in unequalguids: 
                                for elementgroup in root_opo.iter("ope"): 
                                    for uittrekstaat in elementgroup.iter("opu"): 
                                        for GUID in uittrekstaat.iter("uit_revitid"): 
                                            if GUID.text == item: 
                                                item_code = ''  
                                                item_description = ''  
                                                for nlsfb_description in elementgroup.iter("ele_tekst"):             
                                                    item_description += nlsfb_description.text 
                                                    if nlsfb_description.text == elementgroup_guids_description: 
                                                        
instances_with_same_new_classfication_descriptionn.append(f[item].GlobalId)  
                                                for nlsfb_code in elementgroup.iter("ele_nlsfb"):                     
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                                                    item_code += nlsfb_code.text 
                                                    if nlsfb_code.text == elementgroup_guids_code: 
                                                        
instances_with_same_new_classfication_codee.append(f[item].GlobalId) 
                                                unequalguidsd_code_description_list.append((item_code, 
item_description)) 
                            instances_with_same_new_classfication = [] 
                            for item in instances_with_same_new_classfication_codee: 
                                if item in instances_with_same_new_classfication_descriptionn: 
                                    instances_with_same_new_classfication.append(item) 
                            Processed_GUIDS.extend(instances_with_same_new_classfication) 
                            Processed_GUIDS.append(instance) 
                            print unequalguidsd_code_description_list 
                            print ifcrelclassifciation_code_description_list 
                            print (elementgroup_guids_code, elementgroup_guids_description) 
                            print instances_with_same_new_classfication 
# IF yes - Change IFC classification 
                            if not ifcrelclassifciation_code_description_list in 
unequalguidsd_code_description_list:          
                                print "No instance will keep the old classifictaionreference, REVISE this one"                      
                                associations.RelatingClassification.ItemReference = elementgroup_guids_code 
                                associations.RelatingClassification.Name = elementgroup_guids_description 
                                print "Updated!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------" 
# IF not - create new IFC classification    NOTE DOES NOT REMOVE THE OLD RELATION!! FIX 
                            elif ifcrelclassifciation_code_description_list in unequalguidsd_code_description_list:                
                                print "CREATE new classification (Classification Reference)"                                                     
                                New_ClassificationReference = 
f.createIfcClassificationReference(None,elementgroup_guids_code,elementgroup_guids_description,
(ifcrelclassifciation_guids_classificationsource[0] if ifcrelclassifciation_guids_classificationsource else 
f.createIfcClassification(None,None,None,ClassificationSystem))) 
                                New_Classification_Instances = [] 
                                Related_objects_Classification_Reference_list = [f[instance]] 
                                for guid in instances_with_same_new_classfication: 
                                    Related_objects_Classification_Reference_list.append(f[guid]) 
                                    #for elements in f.by_type("ifcelement"): 
                                    #    if elements.GlobalId == guid: 
                                    #        Related_objects_Classification_Reference_list.append(elements) 
                                New_Classification_Instance_GlobalIds = map(lambda inst: inst.GlobalId, 
Related_objects_Classification_Reference_list) 
                                guidies1 = [] 
                                for guidie in associations.RelatedObjects: 
                                    guidies1.append(guidie.GlobalId) 
                                
f.createIfcRelAssociatesClassification(ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid4().hex),f.by_type("ifcOw
nerHistory")[0],None,None,Related_objects_Classification_Reference_list,New_ClassificationReferen
ce) 
                                associations.RelatedObjects = filter(lambda inst: inst.GlobalId not in 
New_Classification_Instance_GlobalIds, associations.RelatedObjects) 
                                guidies = [] 
                                for guidie in associations.RelatedObjects: 
                                    guidies.append(guidie.GlobalId) 
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                                print "Updated!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------"                             
#----------------------END------------------UPDATE CLASSIFICATION IF NECESSARY-------------------------------
END-----------------------------------------------------------------------------        
                 
    #Create relation between FCA Propertset and the instances 
    a = ifcopenshell.guid.compress(uuid.uuid4().hex) 
    b = f.by_type("ifcOwnerHistory")[0] 
    x = f.createIfcRelDefinesByProperties(a,b,None,None,instances_in_elementgroup_list,A) 
    x 
    print "Pset relation to instance made" 
 
    # Validation pset conditionassessment: 
    print "----------------------------------------------------VALIDATION-------------------------------------------------" 
    print "Validation of Pset_ConditinoAssessemnt, the following " + str(len(guid_in_elegroup)) + " 
GUIDS are in the elementgroup:" 
    print guid_in_elegroup 
    Guids_in_RelDefinesByProperties = [] 
    for y in x.RelatedObjects: 
        Guids_in_RelDefinesByProperties.append(y.GlobalId) 
    print "The Pset_ConditionAssessment is related to the following " + 
str(len(Guids_in_RelDefinesByProperties)) + " instances with GUIDS:" 
    print Guids_in_RelDefinesByProperties 
    if guid_in_elegroup == Guids_in_RelDefinesByProperties: 
        print "Validated!" 
    else: 
        print "NOT validated!" 
    print "----------------------------------------------------END-------------------------------------------------\n\n" 
 
hoi = FCA_XML_file.split("\\") 
output_name = hoi[-1] 
output_name = output_name.replace(".xml", ".ifc") 
f.write("C:\\Users\\p625953\\Dropbox\\Master Thesis Jakko Heinen\\Ifc development\\Ifc test 
files\\" + output_name) 
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Appendix H – Summary  

Introduction 

In the last decade major changes have come to the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) 

industry. In the 90’s most drawings were drawn in 2D and nowadays still a lot of companies produce 

2D drawings. The handover of these drawings/files to another party was conducted via physical 

paperwork or the digital file. When later on changes are made in the original drawing, the new 

version had to be send again to all parties involved. This repeatable handover process is susceptible 

for mistakes e.g. not all parties involved received the new version, wrong version are used, the 

changes made cannot be found or only partially, etc. This traditional process of communication, 

collaboration and file sharing is visualized on the left side of figure 1. 

Since the last several years instant access to up to date information is getting into place in the 

construction industry due to more integrated project teams. The project teams can extend to a wide 

amount of parties depending on the work required. For example the client, architect, engineers, 

project managers, contractors, MEP (mechanical, electrical & plumbing) engineers, subcontractors, 

etc.  These more integrated project teams share up to date information in each of the design and 

construction phases. One of the ways to lead this new integrated process is the use of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM). A Building Information Model (BIM) is not just a 3D representation of 

the building design. The use of BIM in a project team affects more than just one process or a single 

party, moreover it affects several parties and their processes, therefore BIM can be seen as a process 

instead of a single software tool (Eadie et al. 2013; Vanlande et al. 2008). The new process of BIM in 

visualized on the right side of figure 1 

 

Figure 45 - Traditional towards BIM collaboration (BuildingSMART 2015) 

Where the use and benefits of BIM are recognized in the Architecture, Engineering & Construction 

(AEC) industry the handover to and the use of BIM in the Operation & Maintenance (O&M) industry 

is still very limited. This thesis try to overcome issues for the O&M industry to use BIM in their 

processes. It handles the laser scan technologies to generate a BIM for existing buildings and 

eventually a bi-directional mapping tool is developed to automatically integrate BIM information in 

an facility condition assessment (FCA) application used in the O&M industry.  
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Research objective & Method 

The objective of the research is to gain insight in the O&M processes, the data required and 

problems (room for improvements) in these processes. The research will then be narrowed down to 

the O&M process of Facility Condition Assessments. The main objective of this research is to develop 

a mapping between BIMs and a Facility Condition Assessment Application. The mapping will be 

developed for one Cost-of-the-Shelf Facility Condition Assessment application named “OPrognose” 

which is commonly used in the Dutch market. This research focused on existing buildings where no 

BIM is available, thus the development for BIM in existing buildings is an important part of this 

research.  

The research will focus to give an answer to the main research question: 

What is the added value of Building Information Models in the Operations & Maintenance process of 

condition assessment for existing buildings? 

And several sub questions are covered: 

1. How to create a BIM for existing buildings? 

2. What are the most important processes in O&M? 

3. What are the current COTS tools in the O&M industry and which file formats are supported? 

4. What are the current/potential file formats and standards used in Building Information Models? 

5. How to ensure the interoperability between the AEC and O&M software? 

6. How does the current data handover towards the O&M industry occur and who is providing the 

data? 

7. What is the current state of BIM related to O&M? 

The research is conducted in three different research stages. The combination of the three methods 

will give a solid foundation for the outcome of this research. Starting with a literature review to gain 

knowledge about the subject, the current research on mapping and fields for improvement. For the 

implementation of Facility Condition information in the BIM qualitative interviews will be performed 

with experts in the field of O&M. Finally the bi-directional mapping  will be validate based on a pilot 

project. These three should not only generate a proper mapping between BIM and the FCA 

application but will also be supported by the end users.  

Literature 

Operation & Maintenance 

Facility management can be defined as an integrated process to support and improve the 

effectiveness of the primary activities of an organization by the management and delivery of agreed 

support services for the appropriate  environment that is needed to achieve its changing objectives’ 

(EN 15221-1:2006). The Facility Operation and Maintenance contains all of the services to keep the 

facility running as it was designed and constructed. It includes all the activities to keep the building, 

its systems and equipment performing to their intended function (WBDG 2014). These include the 

HVAC, electrical, plumbing, doors, windows, outside infrastructure, etc.  
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The maintenance activities can be divided in the following categories (CMMSpro 2008; Horner et al. 

2006):  

 Preventive maintenance, maintenance to prevent failure of the equipment. Based on inspections 

or monitoring of the equipment. Parts can be repaired or replaced. This can be divided in periodic 

or predictive maintenance. 

 Periodic maintenance, a periodic inspection, servicing, cleaning of the equipment and replacing 

parts. 

 Predictive maintenance, this is condition based maintenance to reach the limit of the life cycle 

of the component. Due to inspections and analyzing/monitoring the equipment will be 

maintained. 

 Corrective maintenance, maintenance after equipment has failed to return it into its intended 

functioning. 

To reach the goals listed above it is important for the Operation and Maintenance managers to be 

aware of the facility’s state. Only when aware of the current state, preventive maintenance can be 

planned and when necessary carried out. This prevents or at least reduces the corrective 

maintenance actions and thus (partial) downtime of the facility. To provide the O&M managers of 

the information about the state of the facility, inspections or a so called condition assessments, can 

be performed to gather up to date information about the state of the facility. These facility condition 

assessments (FCA) or property condition assessments (PCA) are performed by experts who are 

specialized in assessing the condition of facilities. The result is a report containing the findings, 

deficiencies and correction information, which can even be extended with advice maintenance 

action, planning and cost scheduling. The FCA information supports the O&M management to create 

a strategy to prioritize the problems and deferred maintenance based on the available budget 

(Teicholz & Edgar 2001) and establish short term needs and long term goals (GCN 2014). 

To perform these FCA’s there are applications and standards to support and standardize this process. 

This process can globally divided:  

 1: Data input, input of the building quantities grouped by their classification coding.  

 2: Inspection, adding scores to the elements and activities to restore possible defects.  

 3: Advice & report, advised maintenance plans can be generated including cost and time planning. 

The data input in this process is a time consuming and estimating process by experts based on 2D 

drawings, previous numbers or on-site inspections. Hence before they can actually perform a Facility 

Condition Assessment they need to have the elements and quantities which they are going to assess. 

A Building Information Model could overcome the thresholds and improve this process. 

Building Information Model (BIM) 

The Building Information Model is the development of the 3D drawings, which major advantage is 

the visualization of the drawings in 3D. Where the 3D model only consists out of lines, the Building 

Information Model consists out of objects which know their geometric dimension. The objects can 

then be enriched with ‘Information’. In the BIM, objects can be defined and information can be 

assigned to each object. For instance a ‘wall’ in a 3D model which just consists out of lines becomes 

an object in BIM and knows its dimensions  this is the power of geometry of a BIM. Second this 
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object can be enriched with information, i.e. material, type, color, thickness, cover, location etc. The 

BIM is defined with the objects and their geometry but without information added to the objects it is 

not much more than the visualization of a 3D model. The BIM does not solely exist of architectural 

objects, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing and all kind of installations can be added to the 

architectural model. Eventually the BIM will become a virtual representation of the actual building to 

be built. Building Information Models have several advantages over normal 2D drawings or solely a 

3D representation (BIM Journal 2014; Eastman et al. 2011; Volk et al. 2014):  

 Visualization  

 Analysis / simulations (fire/energy/structural/scheduling/progress tracking/etc.) 

 Clash detection 

 Planning 

 Cost estimations 

 Improved collaboration 

 Monitoring 

 Interoperability  

 BIM for existing buildings,  Cloud to BIM & scan to BIM 
 

Result a mapping tool between a BIM and a FCAA 

To be able to load element information in the FCA Application and to create a BIM which contains 

facility condition information there has to be a BIM. Either there is a BIM already available or not. 

However even when a BIM is available it does not mean it is ready to use. There is a minimum set of 

requirements (Exchange Requirements) in which the BIM must satisfy to be able to use the BIM to 

apply the desired facility condition information.  Even though this research focusses on facilities 

where a BIM is not available as long as the exchange requirements are met any BIM can be used. In 

this research a BIM created with distance measuring laser scanning methodology has been used for 

testing the mapping tools.  

The mapping tools form a bidirectional mapping between an IFC extension of the BIM and an XML 

extension of the FCA application Oprognose. The four mapping tools and their occurrence in the 

process is presented in figure 1. The classification system used in the research is the   NL-SfB 

classification. For the mapping the following programming software and side packages have been 

used: 

 Python 2.7  (Python Software Foundation 2015)  

 Python OCC (Paviot 2015) 

 IfcOpenShell (Krijnen 2013)  

Seven key data requirements have been determined as input for the FCA application, see figure 2: 

1. Global Unique Identifier    (e.g. 2oHI0GWwP659eZ_Kh4egbz)  

2. Classification of element    (e.g. 2E(22.11)) 

3. Element name based on classification description (e.g. massive walls)  

4. Element type     (e.g. gibo hydro 100mm) 

5. Quantity of the element    (e.g. 33.06) 

6. Unit of measure for the element   (e.g. m²) 

7. Defect list related to the element   (e.g. A03 inner walls) 
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Figure 1 - Mapping tool in FCA processes  
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Figure 2 – Facility Condition Assessment Application (FCAA) OPrognose 

The first tool needs to extract instance/entity data from the BIM. For predefined elements by the 

user, certain data needs to be extracted. The required data defined is: 

5. Global Unique Identifier 

6. Element type  

7. Classification (coding and description) of the element     

8. Quantity of the element  

The tool extracts this information for each entity type the user requests (e.g. ifcbuildingelement, 

ifcwall, etc.). The tool then stores all this information in a Python dictionary, ready for tool 2 to write 

this information to an XML file which is importable by the FCA application Oprognose. The interface 

in figure 3 lets the user decide which kind of elements need to be extracted from the BIM.  

The second tool sorts the instances extracted in tool 1 based on their classification coding and 

description. For each group of instances with the same classification coding and description the 

second tool creates an element group in Oprognose. For each element group the tool provides the 

user more specific classification from which the user has to choose. This results in a defect list and a 

unit of measure which will be added to the element group.  When all instances are processed the 

tool writes this information to a new XML file extension which can be imported in OPrognose. This 

results in an automated data input in OPrognose, see figure 2.  

The third tool extracts the following information from the XML output file of the FCA application 

after the condition assessment has been performed. For each element group the tool extracts the 

following information which has been determined based on interview outcomes: 

 Classification coding 

 Classification description 

 Defects list 

Classification   Element                Quantity-Unit-Condition-Location-Defectlist 

Action    Bill of Quantities-History 
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 Condition score 

 Condition demand 

 Condition score after actions have been performed 

 Action(s) 

o Action to perform 

o Defect  

o Location 

o Condition score 

o Intensity  

o Scale 

o Seriousness 

o Quantity 

o Cost per quantity 

o Total cost 

o Start year to perform action 

o Cyclus of action 

o Remarks by inspector 

o Photo  

 Instances 

The fourth tool validates if the classification coding or description for each instance in the element 

group has been changed compared to the original ifc file. When this is the case the tool either 

updates the current classification reference or creates a new classification reference, it depends on 

the fact if all related instances to the classification reference have their classification changed.  

 

Figure 3 - Interface BIM import settings for OPrognose (designed by (Porto Louza Silva Ferreira 2015)) 
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Figure 4 – BIM containing Facility Condition Assessment information. 

Figure 4 represents the outcome of tool 4 where all the relevant condition information has been 

added to the BIM. This is information which comes from the report generation process in figure 1.   

Conclusion & Discussion 

The main question of this master thesis is to determinate the “added value of Building Information 

Models in the Operations & Maintenance process of condition assessment for existing buildings”. 

Several other questions arise when considering this question, as are stated in the research objective. 

Answering these first will provide a proper foundation for answering the main question. 

This thesis gives a brief understanding of the methods used to generate BIMs for existing buildings. 

The laser scanning methods are already used to create BIMs but are undergoing intensive research to 

increase the automatic generation of BIMs with lower human efforts, which will lower the cost and 

increase the usage. These methods and developments allow us to generate BIMs for existing 

buildings without the need for any architectural drawings.  

BIMs are created with dozens for different applications available in the AEC industry. The 

development of the file format IFC has shown us great possibilities to increase the interoperability 

between all these applications when 1 file format is available which is interpretable by all 

applications. The IFC format is still undergoing intensive development but has shown us its great 
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potentials. Which is not only increasing interoperability between the AEC industry, but increases the 

interoperability with the AEC and O&M industry as well.  

The Facility Operation and Maintenance contains all of the services to keep the facility running as it 

was designed and constructed. It includes all the activities to keep the building, its systems and 

equipment performing to their intended function (WBDG 2014). It is necessary for the O&M team to 

perform preventive maintenance instead of corrective maintenance which could cause downtime of 

the facility. To Plan these preventive maintenance tasks it is based on manufacturers advises and the 

actual state of the facility to maintain. The facilities state can be determined based on a facility 

condition assessment conducted by industry experts. There are several methods and application in 

the industry to perform these FCAs.  

To determine the added value of BIM in this FCA process a pilot project has been performed. The 

hypothesis of this research is a bidirectional mapping between BIM and an FCA application to answer 

the main question. In this pilot the NEN 2767 was used as the method, which is a commonly used 

FCA standard in the Netherlands. The application used to perform this FCA is OPrognose, but there 

are many more similar applications available, even in the Netherlands. An IFC extension of a BIM 

generated by laser scanning was used as the BIM. The development of this mapping turned out to be 

of great value for the FCA application. Where normally the facility inspector had to manually insert all 

the elements and quantities the mapping made it possible to automatically extract this information 

from the BIM and write it to a file format interpretable by OPrognose. Not only a lot of time was 

saved but the factor of human errors has been taken away.  Secondly due to the bidirectional 

mapping the FCA information added in OPrognose could automatically be added to the BIM, which 

resulted in the BIM containing all the important FCA information.  

Most of the interviewees (O&M managers) would not invest in a BIM containing the FCA information 

solely to have the FCA information available in a 3D environment, because they argue that it is too 

expensive. However they see great improvements in their communication when a BIM is available 

and as a coordination platform for all their O&M data. Therefor creating a BIM containing the FCA 

information could be a starting point for further implementation of BIM in the O&M industry. 
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